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Preface
This report is the result of the common analysis and reflection of a Committee of independent
Greek and European experts, appointed jointly by the Greek Ministry of Labour and Social Security
and the Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion General Directorate of the European
Commission. The establishment of this Steering Committee had been proposed by Commissioner
Andor to provide strategic guidance and expert advice to the authorities in charge of the
implementation of the social economy agenda in Greece.
The Co
ittee’s a date therefore is to assist i the desig a d i ple e tatio of a
comprehensive strategy and action plan for developing the social economy and promoting social
enterprise, which should include three main axes:
- mobilising stakeholders and developing an ecosystem for nurturing the social economy;
- providing financial support to start and develop a social enterprise, and
- establishing a social economy fund and developing a social finance infrastructure that
would facilitate access to finance for developing, consolidating and scaling social
enterprises.
Moreover, the mandate of the Expert Steering Committee includes providing overall guidance and
expert advice on ways to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of governance regarding public
action to support the development of the social economy in Greece.
I drafti g this report, the Co
ittee took the Mi istr ’s proposal of a “trategi Pla for the
de elop e t of “o ial E o o
a d “o ial E trepre eurship , prese ted to the Co
ittee at its
first meeting on September 28, 2012, as a starting point, and revised it where it saw the need for
clarification or modification. In drafting its recommendations, the Committee made use of
- the Re o
e datio fro the E pert Missio of the Task Force for Greece - Strategic
Dire tio a d A tio Pla for Creati g a “ustai a le “o ial E o o
“e tor i Gree e ,
Athens, May 29/30, 2012;
- the orientation letter of Commissioner Andor to Minister Vroutsis, July 2012 [Annex 5]; and
- the information provided by the Greek administration and the working groups set up under
the Committee.
In addition, European experts had interviews with a number of (candidate) social entrepreneurs,
experts, social investors, social economy organisations and stakeholders in Greece and in other
European countries on needs and options for support, implementation practices, and the impact of
support schemes,
The Committee sees itself as independent of the Greek administration and the European
Commission, and has no operational responsibilities, in addition to its advisory and guiding role.
In drafting this report, the Committee had to master a number of challenges and to find feasible
compromises to reflect the unstable economic, political and social situation in Greece. In
particular, the Committee had to make serious efforts
- to analyse the situation and assess options for suitable, feasible and acceptable public
support schemes and actions to develop a social economy in Greece, but was largely
lacking reliable information on the situation, needs and development opportunities of
social enterprises in Greece;
- to propose actions that have the capability to initiate and boost structural reforms through
redesigning and re-engineering of administrative and economic structures and processes,
but largely had to confine recommendations of implementation to existing administrative
arrangements;
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-

to recommend implementation structures and procedures that give civil society
organisations and stakeholders at national, regional and local level an important role to
play, but was aware of their low level of capacity development.

The Committee sees social economy and social enterprises as a priority action and an integral part
of structural reform strategy for Greece, a significant means through which the drastic social
consequences of the crisis can be mitigated, sustainable employment can be created, and
eventually the economic and social fabric of Greece can be reshaped.
In order to be able to play that role, the infant Greek social economy and social enterprises need to
be re-oriented, restructured and empowered towards tackling social needs as their primary
objective. This will require cultural change by valuing cooperation, solidarity, sustainability and
commitment to community development; structural change to ensure independence from politics
and profit-seeking operators, economic change by entering into new forms of business links
between social economy organisations and with mainstream enterprises. These changes are
needed to rule out political patronage and clientelism, self-appropriation of profit and illegitimate
access to public funding.
Thus, re-orientation and restructuring of social economy and social enterprise support is needed at
all levels: administrative and legal frameworks, public support schemes, provision of support
services, and social finance.
Smart public support will be needed to develop an ecosystem for the social economy and social
entrepreneurship in Greece, capable of nurturing social enterprises that generate a social impact,
and to overcome the barriers to social economy development in Greece resulting from a
fragmentation of efforts and lack of critical mass, low levels of skills and capacity, the absence of
role models and champions, and the difficult access to finance.
This first report sets the outline of a strategy for the development of social economy and social
entrepreneurship in Greece with a focus on the overall approach, principles of support, and
proposals for a package of priority pilot actions that should be launched within the next three
months. It also flags ineffective approaches and actions that should not be followed.
The following reports will deepen and widen the first report by elaborating efficient ways to
implement specific support schemes and actions, identifying medium-term support measures, and
by making recommendations for establishing a social economy and entrepreneurship fund.
The Committee is convinced that the development of a sound social economy can make a
significant contribution to the cultural, economic, social and political changes needed to exit the
crisis.
Dimitris Chatzantonis
Constantine Geormas
Menelaos Theodoroulakis
Stamatis Vardaros
Dimitris Ziomas

Jean Marc Borello
Gerhard Bräunling
Paul Cheng
Bruno Dunkel
Ariane Rodert
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Executive Summary of Outline Strategy and Immediate Action Proposals

Introduction and guiding principles
The starting point:
Low level of development and weak performance of social economy and social
entrepreneurship in Greece
When comparing the situation in Greece with that in other EU countries it is apparent that
many of the key enabling factors and elements are lacking in Greece today:
 comprehensive start-up support services for social entrepreneurs;
 study courses and degree programmes of Higher Education Institutes;
 social impact funds or social finance intermediaries;
 Successfully operating social enterprise business models.
The challenge
The Greek economy, society and public institutions are undergoing a period of transition. In this
context social economy and social enterprises are to become an integral part of the structural
reform strategy for Greece. This is a big challenge. It requires new thinking – new roles - new
acting by all actors in society.
In order to develop and be able to play a role in the transformation process, the infant Greek social
economy and social enterprises need to be restructured, re-oriented and empowered towards
tackling social needs as their primary objective. This will require cultural change by valuing
cooperation, solidarity, sustainability and commitment to community development; structural
change to ensure independence from politics and profit-seeking operators, economic change by
entering into new forms of business links between social economy organisations and with
mainstream enterprises.

The strategic vision
The vision is a sound, dynamic and innovative social economy in Greece based on social
entrepreneurship and social enterprises and an enabling ecosystem for the social economy
which contributes to a sustainable economic development and strengthen social cohesion.
The aim of the Strategy and Action Plan
The purpose of this outline strategy, which sets a basis for the development of a
comprehensive, is to identify priority national and regional pilot actions with social
entrepreneurs and committed stakeholders to activate and nurture an enabling ecosystem
for the social economy to mitigate the negative social effects of the crisis, to build capacities
for social economy development as a pivotal element of structural economic and social change
in Greece.
It aims to restore credibility and trust in the social economy based on supporting clearly
socially impact oriented social enterprises by revitalising and developing these as an integral
part of a restructured Greek economy to serve the needs of Greek people.
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Constraints of developing a Strategy and an Action Plan
In view of the pressure to act, the strategy needs to combine seemingly opposed approaches,
in particular:
 rapid reaction to tackle the social crisis and immediate social emergencies;
 combining a top-down process of political priority setting with a bottom-up process of
mobilising stakeholders and social entrepreneurs;
 centrally organised actions under the responsibility of the National Ministry of Labour,
Social Security and Welfare coupled with regional actions close to stakeholders and the
people benefitting from the activities of the social enterprises;
 ensuring high quality and significant impact of support actions;
 a learning process to build capacity among Greek stakeholders capitalising on relevant
experience and expertise in other EU countries.
Rather than developing and presenting an elaborated strategy, the Expert Steering Group
recommends twelve priority pilot actions for immediate decision and launch. These pilot
actions will provide empirical evidence and mobilise and empower stakeholders for codeveloping a fully fledged strategy and action plan in the course of the first semester 2013. .
This could be presented at the first national stakeholder conference.
These priority pilot actions are presented under a strategic framework which presents key
building blocks for an integrated strategy to develop the social economy and social
enterprises. This can be regarded as a first step to respond to the request of the Commission,
which, in the Communication on the Social Business Initiative in 2011, had asked Member
States and regions to develop a comprehensive strategy for social enterprise support.
Implementation Principles and Criteria
Implementation of the strategy needs to be based on a set of principles and criteria, which
proved to work successfully in other European countries.
1. Principles governing the design of support and funding instruments

 Support is provided in stages based on the achievement of defined milestones and
methodologies for demonstrating the social impact achieved.

 Support creates room for experimentation through regionally adapted pilot projects
to test different approaches and use the lessons learnt for improvement of the overall
support system.
 Support is focused on priority actions that meet the biggest social challenges of the
crisis and that are in line with the fields of social enterprise activity specified in the
law.
 Support addresses business development problems all along the business life.

 Support is covering a range of routes of social enterprise creation and of social
enterprise development patterns, both creation of a new social enterprise and
transformation of a pre-existing organisation already working in such an area into a
social enterprise.
 Support involves and commits stakeholders through working in partnership.

 Support applies selection criteria and monitoring procedures that verify the capacity
to meet the double objectives of economic viability and generating social,
environmental or community impact.
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2. Criteria determining eligibility of social enterprises and support structures
Organisations and social enterprises receiving public support must meet all criteria below:

 Working in partnership with stakeholders to develop capacities and exploit synergies,
increase social orientation, and ensure accountability:
 Support organisations should be based on a partnership, and social enterprises
should be rooted in a civil society initiative.

 Commitment to systematic learning and improvement of practice, through transfer of
know-how and cooperation with social economy actors in Greece and outside Greece:

 All support organisations should have a trans-national partnership (with one or
more partners) and all social enterprises should seek to develop learning
arrangements with other social economy organisations in Greece and outside
Greece.

 Demonstration of transparency and accountability to stakeholders through
establishing a solid method of measuring and reporting social impact:
 All beneficiaries will publish their financial results and social impact annually on the
internet.

 Commitment and capacity to collaboration with other social economy actors, to share
of good practice, develop synergetic actions and create new value chains:
 All support organisations and all social enterprises will participate in learning
networks.

 Commitment to a cooperative spirit of work:

 All support organisations and all social enterprises will continuously boost their
capacity to working together as a team.

 Independence of social enterprises from public administrations:

 Social enterprises develop and maintain strong linkages with civil society
organisations sharing the same social issue.

 A clear understanding of the impact chain of social enterprises

 Social enterprises report on their social impact, and how their actions contribute to
social innovation.

3. Organisations and social enterprises receiving public support have to meet all criteria.
The implementation of these principles requires:

 that each measure introduced to implement strategy will be checked against these
principles, and any deviation from it needs to be explicitly justified;

 that public administrations have to learn and practice new roles: they are no longer
just acting as legislators and rule-setters, funding bodies or policy developer, but
equally conveners of stakeholders and operators, provider of pertinent services, or
facilitator for sharing good practices;

 that support to social enterprises is matched with an equivalent development of
social economy/social enterprise institutions and a corresponding institutional
development in the public sector.
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The Outline Strategy and Recommended Priority Pilot Actions to be
launched within the next three months
The four axes of the strategy address four main elements of an integrated strategy for the
development and growth of social economy and social entrepreneurship:





Axis 1: An enabling ecosystem for the Social Economy
Axis 2: Direct financial support for starting and developing a social enterprise
Axis 3: Access to finance to consolidate and scale social enterprises
Axis 4: Good governance and public sector capacity building

The priority pilot actions recommended for immediate decision and launch should serve a
triple role:

 They should serve as catalysts for cultural change and drivers for re-orienting and
restructuring social economy and social enterprise support at all levels: administrative
and legal frameworks, public support schemes, provision of support services, and social
finance.
 They should allow to collect empirical evidence on the state and development of the
social economy in Greece, and to mobilise stakeholders for developing a fully fledged
strategy and action plan. This would be done through stakeholder conferences at
national and regional levels.

 They should, under the extreme difficult situation of a deep recession, test promotional
approaches and instruments and find out what works and how, and what does not,
and why, and thus provide a basis for informed decision-making on public action.

In a nutshell, the pilot actions should test best ways to overcome the barriers to social
economy development, and to nurture an ecosystem for the social economy and social
entrepreneurship.
Axis 1. An enabling ecosystem for the Social Economy

 Action 1: Support the creation of social economy and social entrepreneurship fora at
national and regional levels (public-private partnerships in four pilot regions), and to
further the advancement of these fora to specific Social Economy Pacts between social
and economic partners at regional and/or local level;

 Action 2: Establish a nation-wide resource and support centre (taking the form of a
National Competence Centre) for supporting and promoting the social economy and
social entrepreneurship at national and regional levels;
 Action 3: Create Support Centres at regional and local level that enable regional and
local actors to deliver a broad range of advisory, training and business development
services to support the start-up, development and growth of social enterprises;
 Action 4: Establish a Social Economy and Entrepreneurship Observatory;

 Action 5: Establish a comprehensive regulatory and administrative framework to facilitate
access of social enterprises to public markets, and make best use of it.
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Recommended priority pilot actions for Axis 1 to be launched within the next three months
Activity

Details

Funding

Action 1: Social Economy and Social Entrepreneurship Pilot Actions of Fora and Pacts

1

Organise a national
stakeholder conference for
social economy and social
entrepreneurship.

The first step towards a National Social Economy and
Entrepreneurship Council, that represents the social
economy in Greece

2

Support the establishment
of Pilot Social Economy Fora
that have the potential to
advance to Pacts in four
pilot regions

Pilot stakeholder conferences recommended in
Athens and Thessaloniki. First step towards
establishing regional/local pact committing social
and economic partners of a region or a municipality
to supporting the creation and development of social
enterprises

3

Support a social
entrepreneurship fair and
conference

Aims to present business opportunities and
replicable/adaptable/suitable social enterprise
business models to generate confidence in social
entrepreneurship

Staged Approach to funding
1) ESF start-up grant of for setting up a task
force/stakeholder group to prepare the Conference,
organise commitment of key players to the work of the
forum, and draft an implementation plan
2) budget for the implementation of the plan
Staged Approach to funding
1) ESF start-up grant for setting up a task
force/stakeholder group to prepare the Conferences,
organise commitment of key players to the work of the
forum, draft a work plan and organise commitment for
setting up Pacts
2) budget for the implementation of the plan
Staged Approach to funding
1) ESF start-up grant to prepare the fair and
conference
2 budget for organising the fair and conference

Action 2: National Competence Centre for Social Economy and Social Entrepreneurship

4

Establish a National
Competence Centre
ensure a solid preparatory
phase, involving initial
support for establishing the
four regional fora and pilot
centres as well as the Pilot
Social Economy Pacts

Main tasks: organise events, facilitate fora and pacts
at national level and in pilot regions, resource and
support centre for regional centres (tools/methods,
good practice/ training courses), learning platform,
strategic fundraiser.

Staged Approach to funding
a) Preparatory phase 3 months
b) Operational implementation 3 years:
 Staff costs for professional experts
 budget for events and campaigns
 budget for work of transnational partner (based
on a co-operation agreement)

Action 3: Regional Centres of Social Entrepreneurship and Social Economy

5

Establish four pilot Social
Entrepreneurship and Social
Economy Centres in
selected regions which are
deemed to have the largest
potential and strongest
needs, as well as some
support services and
infrastructures already in
place

Main tasks: one-stop-shop of advisory, training and
business development services for social
entrepreneurs/social enterprises
Organisation and governance based on common
principles: independence, social need and purpose
orientation, linked to civil society/social
investment/public funding community, active
participants in networks/learning platforms and
specialised experts

Funding through grants
1) Preparatory phase 3-9 months
2) Operational implementation: Funding for 3 years
 budget for staff experts, and external specialised
experts,
 budget for work for European partners in
preparatory and implementation phase,
based on a co-operation agreement

Action 4: Research network delivering a Social Economy and Entrepreneurship Observatory
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Monitoring social economy
and social enterprise
developments;

Monitor mechanisms, barriers and drivers that
determine capacities to start, develop and expand
social enterprises
Monitor scale, scope and impact of social enterprise
operations

Feasibility study and preparatory action

Action 5: Establish a comprehensive regulatory and administrative framework to facilitate access of
social enterprises to public markets, and make best use of it
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Elaboration of a
governmental action plan to
establish a comprehensive
regulatory and
administrative framework to
facilitate access of social
enterprises to public
markets, and make best use
of it

• Set up the legally required inter-ministerial
committee to draft the comprehensive public
social reference contract policy integration plan;
• To lay the ground for feeding expertise and
experience into the work of this governmental
committee by supporting the establishment of a
working group of key stakeholders and experts, to
draft a comprehensive proposal for optimising and
streamlining the existing legal and administrative
procedures;
• Prepare for feasible and suitable provisions and
arrangements for special integration contracts, to
be awarded, under specific conditions, to the
Integration Social Cooperative Enterprises
(including limited liability social cooperatives).

Funding for preparatory phase (which would include
expert advice) six months

For details see Annex 1 (based on recommendations of the subgroup)
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Axis 2: Direct financial support for the starting and developing a social enterprise
Financial support for starting and developing a social enterprise has the function to
stimulate and generate a continuous flow of new social enterprises, and to support their
sustainable development. Key to this axis is that support:

 covers all forms of social enterprise creation both new and transformation of existing
entities (spin-offs, conversion of traditional firms, business transfers to a cooperative
etc.);
 Includes assistance for the pre-start phase, with a particular focus on teams of as well
as the first three years of operation;

 creates a level playing field for social enterprises and mainstream enterprises, notably
SMEs;

 facilitates the shift from a grant dependency culture to one where social enterprises
have a greater incentive to produce, trade, capture investment and recover surpluses
where they can.
Public grants to individuals to facilitate the start of a social enterprise are to be part of a
full support package which aims at mobilising all available resources for social enterprises.
As a general rule, the granting of subsidies, in particular wage subsidies is not a suitable
instrument to develop social enterprises.
Special support for creating an inclusive labour market could also be provided through
granting assistance to social enterprises I tegratio “o ial Cooperati e E terprises a d
Li ited Lia ilit “o ial Cooperati es e plo i g people ith ha di aps or fro
disadvantage groups. Such support should be financed under a suitable social inclusion
scheme which would cover the costs of both investment activities and of employing people
with a handicap or from disadvantage group.
Moreover, if pilots prove the relevance of duly justified cases (as stated in section 12 of the
outline strategy) and if backed by empirical evidence, grant schemes may need to be
introduced to support specific activities of social enterprises, such as work integration of
handicapped people.
In view of the collapsing Greek banking sector, an option could be to substitute the loan
component of priority action 9 by repayable grants, as a short term solution.
The budget to be allocated for the pilots actions under axis 2 amounts to EUR 15,000,000.
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Recommended priority pilot actions for Axis 2 to be launched within the next three months
Activity

8

Social
entrepreneurship
pre-start support
grants

Details

Funding

To be provided for up to 3 months (exceptions for
up to 6 months need to be justified) to
(young)members of a team wishing to develop
their social enterprise idea (feasibility work).
Entrepreneurs choose between
 being mentored and coached on the job in
Greece (Strand 1),
 work with a social enterprise abroad (Strand
2), or
 working with a foreign expert in Greece
(Strand 3)

Strand 1: for members of a team of social
entrepreneurs: to develop the idea in Greece, with the
support of the Regional Support Centres where they
exist.
Strand 2: for an individual social entrepreneurs who
want to develop a social enterprise idea with support
of a suitable social enterprise outside Greece, and do a
training on the job there (approach similar to that of
ERASMUS for Young Entrepreneurs)
Strand 3: for experts from a social economy actor
outside Greece that want to assist a Greek
entrepreneurial team in Greece in their specific field of
competence.
Target: 500 pre-start support grants for the members
of the teams in 2013
Additional Support: Specialised advice and business
consultation services will be provided by the Regional
Support Centres)
Award procedure: competitions in the four pilot
regions organised by the Regional Centres, with
support by the National Competence Centre. The
Regional Centres will organise the assessment of the
social enterprise idea, the capability of the team, and
the social impact they want to achieve
Every three months, the regional centres will report on
achievements, problems and recommendations.

Grants (lump sum) in a combination with
counselling and mentoring; organised by the
Regional Support Centres where they exist, or,
exceptionally, the National Competence Centre
Objective: to provide subsistence for starter
candidates to devote full time to exploring the
feasibility and sustainability of their innovative
idea.
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Microfinance
to boost the
capitalisation of
social cooperatives
enterprises

Objective: to boost the capitalisation of social cooperatives, thereby
 creating a commonly owned asset, and
 enabling them to create more jobs and
provide more services,
 empowering workers in social cooperatives to
become members, thus strengthening the
participative and democratic dimension of the
co-operative.

Instruments: Grant awarded to workers in a social
cooperative enterprise for investing in the shares of
their co-operative, in combination with a micro-loan of
the same amount for the same purpose (if a
mechanism for micro-loans to social cooperative
enterprises can be established).
Conditions:
-

The beneficiary belongs to a specified target group.
registration of the social co-operative enterprise
The beneficiary also takes a personal loan of the
same amount to invest in cooperative
2
- positive assessment of the social enterprise plan
(Business and social impact plan)
Implementation and specifics:
Grants and microloans will be distributed through a
suitable financial institution (or the Greek Guarantee
Fund for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises) that has
a licence to provide micro finance.
The bank loan is granted at a low interest or zero
interest, and will be guaranteed (between 80 and
100%) by the Guarantee Fund.
Target: improvement of the capitalisation of 250 social
cooperative enterprises in 2013
Award procedure: through applications to the
competent intermediate body of the Ministry of
Labour, Social Insurance and Welfare (for grants and
loans) or to the micro-finance provider in charge of the
loan component of the scheme. The Regional Centre
will organise the assessment of the quality,
innovativeness and viability of the social enterprise,
the capability of the team, and the social impact they
want to achieve

For details see Annex 2 (based on recommendations of the subgroup)
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Axis 3: Access to finance for consolidating and scaling a social enterprise
Any effective policy‐making in this arena will require various elements to interlock into a
coherent mosaic. So, for example, mapping the sector, promote tax and legal facilitations
for social investors, philanthropic capital, and establish strong governance structure with
good backing regulations – all need to be coordinated.
Policy‐makers need to be simultaneously active on several fronts, and should identify the
right combination of actions to achieve the optimal effects. This is how they can best
contribute to setting up a sustainable Social Economy sector in any country. Greece could
be an excellent example for such approach, especially as many partners are interested to
provide expertise and exchange good practice to contribute to this purpose.
The current situation therefore calls for a fresh look on the opportunities and barriers
towards setting up a public-private partnership to establish and manage a wholesale fund,
and to build capacities for developing a social investment market.
Recommended priority pilot actions Axis 3 to be launched within the next three months 
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Activity

Details

Funding

Establishment of a task force
of social finance experts and
investors from Greece and
other European countries to
explore the feasibility of a
public private partnership to
set up a wholesale fund, and to
build capacities for developing
a social investment market

Investigations around 7 core issues:
 actors and stakeholders on both sides
of the market
 Elements of a conducive environment
 Sound governance
 Fund management
 Capabilities and investment readiness
of social enterprises
 Role of private investors
 Role of micro-finance

Cost depends on quality of
information already
available

For details see Annex 3 (based on recommendations of the subgroup)
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Axis 4: Good governance in implementing support schemes and actions
This complementary axis is key element to ensure the success of the Greek strategy to
revitalise social economy and to support social entrepreneurship. Key actions include
building capacities in the public sector at national, regional and local levels to deliver
effective support and implement actions based on good governance principles and
mechanisms as well as inclusion of trans-national cooperation.
 Public sector capacity building
The public image of social economy actors has suffered from bad examples and by
complicated, incoherent and unclear legal and administrative frameworks as well as
insufficient monitoring and funding schemes.
An important element of the Greek strategy to revitalise social economy and to support
social entrepreneurship is a systematic effort to build capacities in the public sector at
national, regional and local levels that can deliver effective support and implement
actions based on good governance principles and mechanisms.
Recommended priority pilot action for Axis 4 to be launched within the next three months 
Activity
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Details

Upgrading and integrating the 
existing administrative
mechanisms in the national
Government so as to become a 
solid institutional structure
capable to play a decisive role 


in driving the development
of an integrated strategy
towards the social

economy and social
enterprises, and

Ensure a coordinated approach and action between the
responsible ministries and administrative services
simplify and harmonise the legal, fiscal and administrative
frameworks and administrative procedures across departments
develop knowledge, awareness and capacities for promoting
social entrepreneurship and social economy throughout public
bodies
organise the dialogue with the representative bodies of the
Social Economy,

 in serving as interface
between social economy
actors (stakeholders, social
enterprises) and the
Government

For details see Annex 4 (based on recommendations of the subgroup)
 Action to make transnational cooperation work
It is deemed that transnational learning can be key for the success to quickly assist Greece
in the development of social economy, across the whole spectrum of organisational
arrangements and legal forms. There is significant interest and key learning among civil
society and social economy actors across Europe, to assist Greek stakeholders and social
enterprises through various forms of solidarity actions.
There is also a wide-spread need of Greek stakeholders, social entrepreneurs and social
enterprises in getting access to the wide body of expertise and experience elsewhere in
12

Europe in supporting social enterprises, and in starting and developing them. However, it
will take some time until the support services under axis 1 are fully operational and
effective, and the responsible organisations and administrations have gained credibility
outside Greece.
A facility, creating transparency on the EU-wide supply of, and Greek demand for, specific
social economy competencies, and facilitating the matching of opportunities between
Greek and European support organisations and social enterprises could contribute
significantly to capacity building through know-how transfer, in manifold forms and
arrangements, provided this facility is established in a swift and simple, robust and
technical manner, and run by an organisation trusted by European and Greek
organisations, social entrepreneurs and social enterprises.
The matching facility should be established as soon as possible as a priority pilot action
(i.e. within the next three months) in a swift and simple, robust and technical manner, and
run by an organisation trusted by European and Greek organisations, social
entrepreneurs and social enterprises. Any delay will result in lost initiatives and thereby
lost impact in Greece.
Key tasks for the matching facility would be:
 a set-up a website with relevant information on the situation of the social economy in
Greece, relevant initiatives and public action at national, regional and local level, and a
template for entering requests of offers for sharing expertise and experience);
 to inform relevant stakeholder organisations at European;
 to establish a help-desk organisations interested in participating in the solidarity
action;
 to collect and validate requests for, and offers of, social economy organisations and
social enterprises for assistance in capacity building;
 to assist in the organisation of cooperation and learning events aiming at facilitating
transfer of good practice, knowledge and expertise;
 to monitor and assess the development of needs, obstacles and opportunities for
transnational cooperation, and adjust the working methods and tools of the matching.
Calling upon the responsibility of the European Commission for speeding up and scaling the
exchange of expertise and experience in developing the social economy across Europe, it is
requested to set up a preparatory pilot action for one year for mobilising interest in
sharing expertise and experience, and for matching demand and supply in a simple, robust
and efficient manner between Greek stakeholder and European and civil society and social
economy actors in other Member States.
Priority pilot action for the European Commission to stimulate and facilitate learning
from European experience to be launched within the next three months 
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Activity

Details

Funding

Establish a help desk and matching service
with a trusted organisation to facilitate
transfer of know-how and good practice
from across Europe to providers of support
services and to social enterprises in Greece

Systematic mobilisation of relevant
stakeholders in member states to
assist Greece organisations and social
enterprises through training of staff,
coaching, hosting trainees and
seconded staff, study visits etc.

To be funded
by the
Commission
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Outline Strategy and Priorities for Action
to develop the Social Economy and Social
Entrepreneurship in Greece
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1. The starting point: low level of development and weak performance of social economy
and social entrepreneurship in Greece
Some illustrative examples comparing the situation in Greece with that in other EU
countries show that:
 In many countries, comprehensive start-up support services for social entrepreneurs
have been established; but in Greece, there is not a single incubator or one-stop-shop
to assist social entrepreneurs.

 Many countries are supporting awareness raising and capacity building on social
entrepreneurship through awareness raising campaigns or established study courses
and degree programmes of Higher Education Institutes; but in Greece, there are no
awareness raising campaigns and only one degree course on social economy or social
entrepreneurship in a peripheral Institute of Higher Education.

 In many countries, social impact funds or social finance intermediaries have been
established that provide loans, guarantees, or (quasi-)equity to social enterprises, but
in Greece, neither institutions providing social finance exist, nor were any social
investments made into Greek social enterprises.

 Across Europe, there are more than 60 different successfully operating business
models which have been replicated and scaled through social franchising, thus
speeding up and facilitating learning from, and making use of, good practice in other
countries, but there, there is no Greek social franchisor, nor a Greek franchisee of a
business model for a social enterprise.

 Across Europe, Ashoka has selected more than 450 social entrepreneurs who are
committed to pursue innovative solutions to social problems through a social
enterprise and who have the potential to change patterns across society, but none of
these comes from Greece.

2. The context: A strategy for far-reaching changes in Greece to rebuild the economy,
develop a new culture for the social economy, and build social capital
The Growth for Greece Communication states that:
Greece is going through an economic and social crisis which is unprecedented in Europe
i
ode ti es. …. The u de l i g auses of the isis had ee uildi g up fo se e al
years and reversing these negative trends will take time. A crisis of such magnitude calls
for far-reaching changes in Greece so that a new, dynamic, competitive Greek economy
can emerge, one that is capable of generating sustainable growth, creating jobs,
supporting social cohesion and delivering on the expectations of Greek citizens.
….
In addition, Greece could use the currently untapped potential of the social economy,
through the support of the European Social Fund, which provides an important support
for new job creation and can address the growing need for social services.
In this context, the Commission calls for a priority action in 2012:
More effective use of the available European Social Fund resources to put in place a fully
functioning framework to support the social economy and social enterprises.
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3. The challenge
The Greek economy, society and public institutions are undergoing a period of transition. In
this context social economy and social enterprises are to become an integral part of the
structural reform strategy for Greece, a significant means through which the drastic social
consequences of the crisis can be mitigated, sustainable employment can be created, and
eventually the economic and social fabric of Greece can be reshaped.
This is a big challenge. It requires new thinking - new roles - new acting by all actors in
society:
 Governments that need complement their roles as fund-provider and legislator by that of
a convener, stimulator, and facilitator of change;
 Civil society and social economy actors in Greece, that that need develop the role of
representing a new and different type of enterprises, and complement this by becoming
providers of support services;
 Civil society and social economy actors in Europe that have to learn to extend their
cooperation with Greek NGOs in the field of representation to partners in change
management; and
 Social economy enterprises and co-operatives that have to become independent of
public influence and support, and develop their economic activity from grant dependent
activities to production and trading that generates an income on the market.
In order to develop and be able to play a role in the transformation process, the infant Greek
social economy and social enterprises need to be restructured, re-oriented and empowered
towards tackling social needs as their primary objective. This will require cultural change by
valuing cooperation, solidarity, sustainability and commitment to community development;
structural change to ensure independence from politics and profit-seeking operators,
economic change by entering into new forms of business links between social economy
organisations and with mainstream enterprises.
Smart public support will be needed to develop an ecosystem for the social economy and
social entrepreneurship in Greece, capable of nurturing social enterprises that generate a
social impact, and to overcome the barriers to social economy development in Greece
resulting from a fragmentation of efforts and lack of critical mass, low levels of skills and
capacity, the absence of role models and champions, and the difficult access to finance.
4. The strategic vision:
 A sound, dynamic and innovative social economy in Greece, based on social
entrepreneurship and social enterprises (such as Social Cooperative Enterprises), that
contributes to a sustainable economic development at local, regional and national level,
strengthening at the same time social cohesion.
 An enabling ecosystem for the social economy based on partnerships between civil
society organisations, public administrations and private enterprises. The main elements
nurturing the ecosystem that public policy can provide or shape will be:
 A broad range of advisory, training and business development services to support the
start-up, development and growth of social enterprises;
 Fora and networks of stakeholders organising awareness-raising, mobilisation and
capacity building actions;
 Commitments of key stakeholders to facilitate and promote the start and
development of Social Enterprises (Social Economy Pacts);
 Direct financial support for the starting and developing a social enterprise;
 A favourable legal and administrative framework;
 A social finance sector providing access to capital for consolidating and scaling social
enterprises.
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5. The aim of the Strategy and Action Plan
The purpose of this outline strategy, which sets a basis for the development of a
comprehensive strategy, is to identify priority national and regional pilot actions with
social entrepreneurs and committed stakeholders which have the potential to activate
and nurture an enabling ecosystem for the social economy, and that can serve as drivers,
learning models and resource for wider actions, both to mitigate the negative social
effects of the crisis, and to build capacities for social economy development as a pivotal
element of structural economic and social change in Greece.
An important function of the strategy and action plan is to restore credibility of the social
economy and social entrepreneurship and revitalise and develop these as an integral part
of a restructured Greek economy to serve the needs of Greek people. To achieve that
objective, public support has to create confidence in the social economy and in social
enterprises as economic operators that can be trusted, are independent from politics and
profit seeking companies, have transparent and democratic governance structures and are
committed to generate social impact.
6. Social Impact Orientation
Only if social enterprises are clearly socially impact oriented, they can play an important
role in:

 integrating disadvantaged groups in working life, thus combating social exclusion;
 delivering personal services thus compensating for personal assistance which families,
friends and the state are no longer providing;
 community development and social innovation, addressing local needs and creating
new sources for local income, through tackling issues related e.g. education and
training, tourism & transport; food production and distribution, energy efficiency and
environment, etc.
7. A broad range of entrepreneurial activities
The Greek La
9/
fo “o ial E o o
a d “o ial E t ep e eu ship o e s all
three types of social enterprise. It provides an administrative framework and fiscal
privileges to mobilise social entrepreneurship, in particular at local level, and in this way
complements the privileges granted under other laws for e.g. limited liability social cooperatives, agricultural co-operatives or civil co-operatives. It is, however, limited to
social co-operative enterprises and limited liability social co-operatives .
It has to be noted that a social enterprise, in the understanding of this strategy and the
actions to implement it, can have any legal form. Consequently, there may be social
enterprises that are not registered, or do not have the intention to register under Law
4019/2011. What is important is the commitment of the enterprise to generate social
value as its primary objective, to take decisions in a democratic manner, and to use its
surplus to further its social mission.
8. Constraints of developing a Strategy and an Action Plan in times of crisis
The pressure to act in view of the economic recession, the social crisis, and political
uncertainties necessitates the development of a specific strategy for the development of
social economy and social entrepreneurship, in the context of the overall reform strategy.
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Thus, the specific strategy for the social economy and for social entrepreneurship needs to
combine seemingly opposed approaches, in particular:
 rapid reaction to tackle the social crisis and immediate social emergencies,
unprecedented in Europe in modern times, and a mid-term perspective for farreaching changes in restructuring the Greek economic and social institutions and
infrastructures so that they can contribute to smart, sustainable and inclusive growth;
 a top-down process of political priority setting (to concentrate resources on key routes
to exit the crisis in unison with a bottom-up process of mobilising the civil society,
valorising the engagement and resources, expertise and experience of stakeholders
and social entrepreneurs;
 centrally organised actions under the responsibility of the National Ministry of Labour,
Social Security and Welfare and regional actions close to stakeholders and the people
benefitting from the goods and services produced by social enterprises;
 ensuring high quality and significant impact of support actions, and addressing the
need for capacity building at all levels;
 a learning process that has to exploit fragmented Greek expertise and low levels of
activity so far, and to transmit relevant experience and expertise in other EU
countries.
9. Obstacles
The development of the social economy and social entrepreneurship is severely impeded
by

 A fragmentation of bottom-up initiatives and actions at all levels that, in addition,
lack critical mass and sustainability, and suffer from low levels of skills and
capacity, and little attraction to talented (young) people;
 limited understanding of social economy and social entrepreneurship in the public
administration and the general public, in particular regarding the broad spectrum
of social enterprise activity<;a lack of recognition of their value in public opinion
and policy, and the absence of winning stories, role models and champions for
social enterprise development;
 lack of success stories, existing best practices, capacity and expertise on social
enterprises and social economy in Greece in the public administration, civil society
actors and the general public;
 missing high quality and accessible start-up services to social entrepreneurs, and
business development services to social enterprises;
 lack of financial support for the starting up and developing social enterprises;
 difficult access to (patient) capital for developing and scaling social enterprises;
 complicated and cumbersome access to public markets due to insufficient use of
social clauses in public procurement;
 absence of suitable platforms and resource centres for stakeholders, (potential)
investors and providers of support services that facilitate capacity building and
learning, partnerships and networking, joint action and exploiting synergies;
 difficulties in accessing and using expertise and experience from other European
countries and lack of incentives for transnational cooperation; and
 lack of strategic, coherent and organized efforts of national, regional and local
authorities towards promoting and cultivating social economy and social
entrepreneurship.
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10. Implementation Principles and Criteria
Implementation of the strategy needs to be based on a set of principles and criteria,
which proved to work successfully in other European countries.
a) Principles governing the design of support instruments
Support instruments have to ensure that assistance and funding:
 Is stimulating and enabling structural change in the economic and social fabric of
Greece;
 Is provided in stages to social entrepreneurs, social enterprises, providers of startup und business development services and development capital, based on the
achievement of defined milestones (preparatory phase: feasibility and partnership
development; implementation phase: operational implementation; disseminating
phase: sharing of good practice) and on the application of proven planning and
management tools (such as PCM) and methodologies for demonstrating the social
impact achieved. Staged funding requires robust and simple methodologies for
monitoring and assessment, and allows fine-tuning of promotional instruments
and adjustments of budgets in manageable intervals;
 Creates room for experimentation and learning through supporting different
approaches to find out what works, what not, and why. This can best be done
through regionally adapted pilot actions as it allows to test different approaches
and use the lessons learnt for improvement of the overall support system, or
before replicated across the whole country;
 Is focused on priority actions that meet the biggest social challenges of the crisis,
are expected to have a short-term impact, and are of exemplary nature (i.e. having
the potential to be replicated and scaled, or adapted in other regions or sectors in
Greece);
 Address the full spectrum of social enterprise activity as specified in the law; i.e.
o work integration of people belonging to vulnerable groups in society;
o social, health and care services;
o promoting local and collective interest and community development, with a
focus on producing and trading goods and services in tourism & transport; food
production and distribution, culture and education, environment and energy
efficiency;
 Is addressing business development problems all along the business life cycle,
from idea generation to consolidation and scaling of a social enterprise;
 Is covering a range of routes of social enterprise creation and of social enterprise
development patterns, in particular:
o Creation of a new social enterprise from zero (i.e. legally and physically ex
novo), emanating from the identification of a social need or the potential to
serve the general interest in a new way, backed by a civil society initiative , and
o Transformation of a pre-existing organisation (such as NGOs, associations, notfor-profit organisations, or government organisation) already working in such
an area into a social enterprise (with a focus on prevention of business closure
forced by the crisis), through the introduction of an economic activity, a change
in organisational form (such as into a worker owned co-operative), or as a spin
off from another organisation, such as from the private, nongovernmental/charitable or public sectors;
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 Involves and commits stakeholders through working in partnership to ensure
transparency, synergy and organisational learning regarding the activities
supported;
 Is delivered in high quality, and that all actors involved in the delivery chain
(Ministry/service provider/social enterprise) have in place a sound system for
quality assurance and delivery of results;
 Applies selection criteria and monitoring procedures that require assessment of
the capacity to meet the double objectives of developing and sustaining economic
viability, and generating social, environmental or community impact.
b) Criteria determining eligibility of social enterprises and support structures:

 Working in partnership with representatives of the target groups and their
customers, relevant citizens´ initiatives and stakeholders, organisations providing
expertise and access to finance to overcome fragmentation. These partnerships
will develop capacities and exploit synergies, increase social orientation, and
ensure accountability:
 support organisations should be based on a partnership, and social enterprises
should be backed by a civil society initiative;

 Commitment and capacity to organised and systematic learning and improvement
of practice through advising or of experience and expertise (e.g. through training
of staff, coaching, mentoring, hosting trainees and experts, seconded staff etc.)
and through collaboration with competent social economy organisations and
enterprises in Greece and outside Greece (trans-nationality):
 all support organisations should have trans-national partnership arrangements
(with one or more partners) and all social enterprises should seek to develop
learning arrangements with other social economy organisations in Greece and
outside Greece;
 Demonstration of transparency and accountability to stakeholders, workers,
customers and investors by informing them and the general public, on their
economic and social achievements, through establishing a solid method of
measuring and reporting social impact, based on internationally accepted
reporting standards:
 all beneficiaries will publish their financial and social results annually on the
internet;

 Commitment and capacity to collaboration with other social economy actors, to
share good practice, develop synergetic actions and create new value chains
between social economy actors, and with established social organisations and
mainstream enterprises, through active participation in thematic social economy
networks:
 all support organisations and all social enterprises will participate in learning
networks;
 Commitment to a cooperative spirit of work:
 all support organisations and all social enterprises capacity will continiously
boost their capacity to working together as a team,
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 Independence of social enterprises from public administrations through
democratic governance structures and strong linkages with civil society
organisations sharing the same social issue;
 A clear understanding of the impact chain of social enterprises, and how their
actions contribute to social innovation; be it a new product, service, provider,
method or process to achieve social impact and results such as employment,
cohesion, inclusion and integration, environment and social capital.
11. Strict application of the principles
Organisations and social enterprises receiving public support have to meet all criteria.
The implementation of these principles requires:
 that each measure introduced to implement the strategy will be checked against
these principles, and any deviation from it needs to be explicitly justified;
 that public administrations have to learn and practice new roles: they are no longer
just acting as legislators and rule-setters, funding bodies or policy developer, but
equally conveners of stakeholders and operators, provider of pertinent services, or
facilitator for sharing good practices;
 that support to social enterprises is matched with an equivalent development of
social economy/social enterprise institutions and a corresponding institutional
development in the public sector.
12. Support and funding approaches not recommended
Experience in other European countries has shown that support instruments are not
suitable, feasible, effective or acceptable if:
-

-

-

-

They are not presenting a sound economic or political justification for the specific
form of support, based on empirical evidence, and a clause for periodical reviews of
the justification, such as
o Creating a level playing field for social and mainstream enterprises;
o Compensating market imperfections and deficiencies;
o Rewarding the (special) positive social impact, in particular
 Facilitating access to or making (new) markets;
 Nurturing an ecosystem conducive to social economy development
 Developing capacities for local development and economic growth
o Sharing extra-ordinary cost of social and economic change and innovation, of
learning or building sustainable capacities.
Their selection procedures or criteria are not transparent and widely accepted; this
calls for involving stakeholders in the all stages of the process from design to
implementation;
They are not including incentives to re-engineer structures and building capabilities;
this calls for elements of sharing good practices and promoting their application;
They do not include control mechanisms to prevent fraudulent use or malpractice;
therefore the process for follow-up needs to be guided by the principles of
transparency and good governance;
They are not exploiting synergies with other support frameworks and instruments for
social enterprises (such as TOP ECO), and with general support schemes for business
starters or SMEs. This calls for provisions to rule out double-funding and avoid parallel
support mechanisms.
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13. The four axes of the strategy address four main elements of a conducive ecosystem for
the social economy and social entrepreneurship:
•
•
•
•

Axis 1: Create and activate an enabling ecosystem for the Social Economy
Axis 2: Direct financial support for the starting and developing a social enterprise
Axis 3: Access to finance for consolidating and scaling a social enterprise
Axis 4: Good governance in implementing support schemes and actions

The actions under the four axes are interrelated and mutually reinforce each other, thus
constituting a step towards an integrated strategy to develop social economy and social
enterprises. For the pilot actions proposed, close links have to be established between the
various actions under axis 1 (ecosystem), in particular the national and regional actions,
and between these and the financial schemes under axis 2 and axis 3, as these are
uninitiated and followed by regional initiatives, fora and support centres.
14. Priority Pilot Actions
Rather than developing and presenting an elaborated strategy, the Expert Steering Group
recommends twelve priority pilot actions for immediate decision and launch. These pilot
actions will provide empirical evidence and mobilise and empower stakeholders for codeveloping a fully fledged strategy and action plan in the first semester of 2013. This could
be presented at the national stakeholder conference (priority action 1).
The experts also recommend testing the regional actions in four regions or cities that have
the largest potential and strongest needs, as well as some support services and
infrastructures already in place, which provide support to social entrepreneurs and social
enterprises during, pre-start-up phase and on the first years of doing business
The priority pilot actions are presented under a strategic framework which presents key
building blocks for an integrated strategy to develop the social economy and social
enterprises. This can be regarded as a first step to respond to the request of the
Commission, which, in the Communication on the Social Business Initiative, had asked
Member States and regions to develop a comprehensive strategy for social enterprise
support.
The priority pilot actions recommended for immediate decision and launch should serve a
triple role:

 They should serve as catalysts for cultural change and drivers for re-orienting and
restructuring social economy and social enterprise support at all levels: administrative
and legal frameworks, public support schemes, provision of support services, and
social finance.
 They should allow to collect empirical evidence on the state and development of the
social economy in Greece, and to mobilise stakeholders for developing a fully fledged
strategy and action plan. This would be done through stakeholder conferences at
national and regional levels.

 They should, under the extreme difficult situation of a deep recession, test
promotional approaches and instruments and find out what works and how, and
what does not, and why, and thus provide a basis for informed decision-making on
public action.

In a nutshell, the pilot actions should test best ways to develop an ecosystem for the social
economy and social entrepreneurship in Greece, and explore ways to overcome the
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barriers to social economy development in Greece resulting from a fragmentation of
efforts and lack of critical mass, low levels of skills and capacity, the absence of role
models and champions, and the difficult access to finance.
Civil society, social economy and social investment markets in Greece are still at a low
level of development. Therefore, priority actions have to play a catalytic role in stimulating
and supporting the whole process leading to the creation of social enterprises, through
 The creation of awareness on the role of social economy and social entrepreneurship
across a broad range of sectors, and of interest in engaging in it:
Reach and encourage people and organisations;
 The commitment of stakeholders and the development of capacities to support the
start and development of social enterprises:
Engage and empower organisations;

 The development of partnerships and networks, fora and pacts, of stakeholders and
support organisations:
Activate the ecosystem;

 Tests, demonstrations and applications of innovative approaches to boost reform
efforts on society and economy:
Create confidence and share risks;

 The identification assessment and sharing of good practice in Greece and in other
European countries:
Learn and improve.
The following chart maps the 12 pilot actions (presented in blue ovals) along the stages
(described above) of a integrated approach through a systematic process support for
social enterprise creation:

Social entrepreneurs

Stakeholders/ promoters

Integrated Approach
1

2
4

5

7

10

12
3

Reach &
encourage

Engage &
empower

8

Create
Activate &
confidence
nurture
& share risks linkages

6 11

9

Act &
implement

Learn &
improve
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15. Axis 1 Create and activate an enabling ecosystem for the Social Economy
A critical factor for the successful development of the social economy in Greece, based on
social entrepreneurship and social enterprises (such as social cooperatives), is to create an
enabling ecosystem. Its main elements need to be a broad range of providers of dedicated
start-up and business development services, smart social investors and financial
intermediaries, public funding addressing strategic bottlenecks, favourable legal and
administrative frameworks, value seeking workers, consumers and users, as well as valueadded generating public-private partnerships, networks of stakeholders, and business
links with mainstream enterprises activating social and/or local partners.
This ecosystem will create awareness and interest, confidence and commitment of social
entrepreneurs. It will be nurtured through suitable support from public authorities at all
levels, throughout the life cycle of social enterprises, and activate support from social
partners, the Church, businesses, and civil society initiatives. Its key features aim at
overcoming the barriers listed in section 9 above
Today, the ecosystem for social economy operators in Greece is highly fragmented and
underdeveloped in comparison with other European countries.
To activate the ecosystem, the experts recommend launching five priority pilot actions,
which are highly interdependent. Interdependence requests that they have to start in
parallel, to stimulate the creation of synergies facilitated through common learning spaces
for the national and the regional for a and centres, but also calls for procedures to ensure
that the different pilot actions can develop independently, serving the needs of their
respective clients.
 Action 1: Assist the establishment of Social Economy and social entrepreneurship fora
and their advancement to Social Economy Pacts, through assisting in the start of a
mobilisation and activation process in two stages:
 the creation of social economy and social entrepreneurship fora at national and
regional levels (public-private partnerships in four pilot regions) to mobilise and
facilitate networking and synergies between stakeholders, assist in capacity
building and awareness raising, support the introduction of entrepreneurship in
school and university curricula, and back the delivery of support services for social
enterprises and
 furthering the advancement of these fora to specific Social Economy Pacts
between social and economic partners at regional and/or local level. These Pacts
will commit the partners around a common social economy and entrepreneurship
strategy and action plan (including targets for the development of social economy
in the area concerned, defining specific tasks for the partners and social
enterprises by providing opportunities for mobilising organisations and social
enterprises );
 Action 2: Establish a nation-wide resource and support centre (taking the form of a
National Competence Centre) for supporting and promoting the social economy and
social entrepreneurship at national and regional levels;
 Action 3: Create Support Centres at regional and local level that enable regional and
local actors to deliver a broad range of advisory, training and business development
services to support the start-up, development and growth of social enterprises;
 Action 4: Establish a Social Economy and Entrepreneurship Observatory;
 Action 5: Establish a comprehensive regulatory framework to facilitate access of
social enterprises to public markets, and make best use it.
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The proposals reflect the low level of development of the market for business start up and
development services through consultants, in comparison with other countries. Though
generally demand supporting approaches are more effective than supply supporting
measures, this approach (e.g. through vouchers) would not work effectively in the Greek
market which lacks transparency, quality standards, and experience users.
The pilot actions provide space for testing the maturity of the market and for
experimenting with demand side elements of support
For details see Annex 1 (based on recommendations of the subgroup)
16. Axis 2: Direct financial support for starting and developing a social enterprise
Financial support for starting and developing a social enterprise;
 aims at generating a continuous flow of social enterprise creations;
 covers all forms of social enterprise creation: in particular both ex novo as well as
through transforming of existing entities (spin-offs, conversion of traditional firms,
business transfers to a cooperative etc.);
 covers the pre-start phase, with a particular focus on social enterprise creation by
committed teams of young or devoted people as well as the first three years of
operation;
 is not distorting competition, but creates a level playing field for social enterprises;
 facilitates the shift from a grant dependency culture to one where social enterprises
have a greater incentive to trade, capture investment and recover surpluses where
they can.
Many countries offer tax privileges to social economy operators and in particular to social
enterprises. The Greek legislation for social cooperatives provides income tax exemptions
for profits allocated to reserves or re-investments for the purpose of the social
cooperative.
In addition to these tax privileges, and in line with the principles underlying the
implementation of the strategy and the Action Plan to develop the Social Economy and
Social Entrepreneurship, the pilot actions under axis 2 aim at awarding grants to persons
that prepare or steer a social enterprise. Support aims at:
 Assisting teams of social entrepreneurs wishing to develop and consolidate their social
enterprise idea, or to acquire expertise and to learn from the experience in on other
countries:
 through granting social entrepreneurship bursaries

 empowering workers in social cooperatives to become members, thus strengthening
the participative and democratic dimension of the co-operative, and creating a
commonly owned asset, and enabling them to create more jobs and provide more
services, and to:
 through awarding microfinance grants and loans to boost the capitalisation of
social co-operatives
Special support for creating an inclusive labour market could also be provided through
granting assistance to social enterprises ( I teg atio “o ial Coope ati e E te p ises and
Limited Liability Social Cooperatives employing people with handicaps or from
disadvantage groups. Such support should be financed under a suitable social inclusion
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scheme which would cover the costs of both investment activities and of employing
people with a handicap or from disadvantage group.
Public grants to individuals to facilitate the start of a social enterprise are to be part of a
full support package which aims at mobilising all available resources for social enterprises.
It is therefore of decisive importance to mobilise every available resource for social
enterprises (in particular the Church, regional and local authorities, mainstream
businesses, people, volunteers etc.)
Moreover, if pilots prove the relevance of duly justified cases (as stated in section 12 of
the outline strategy) and if backed by empirical evidence, grant schemes may need to be
introduced to support specific activities of social enterprises, such as developing and
testing innovative services and products, or work integration of handicapped people.
As a general rule, the granting of subsidies, in particular wage subsidies, is not a suitable
instrument to develop social enterprises.
In view of the collapsing Greek banking sector, an option could be to substitute the loan
component of priority action 9 by repayable grants, as a short term solution.
For details see Annex 2 (based on recommendations of the subgroup)
17. Axis 3: Access to finance for developing, consolidating and scaling social enterprise
Any effective policy‐making in this arena will require various elements to interlock into a
coherent mosaic. So, for example, mapping the sector, promote tax and legal facilitations
for social investors, philanthropic capital, and establish strong governance structure with
good backing regulations – all need to be coordinated.
Policy‐makers need to be simultaneously active on several fronts, and should identify the
right combination of actions to achieve the optimal effects. This is how they can best
contribute to setting up a sustainable Social Economy sector in any country. Greece could
be an excellent example for such approach, especially that many partners are interested
to provide expertise and exchange best practice to contribute to this purpose.
The current situation therefore calls for a fresh look on the opportunities and barriers
towards setting up a public private partnership to establish and manage a wholesale fund,
and to build capacities for developing a social investment market.
The Steering Group recommends establishing of a task force of social finance experts and
investors from Greece and other European countries to explore the feasibility of a public
private partnership to set up a wholesale fund, and to build capacities for developing a
social investment market. It should focus its investigations around 7 core issues:
 actors and stakeholders on both sides of the market
 Elements of a conducive environment
 Sound governance
 Role of private investors
 Micro-finance
 Capabilities and investment readiness of social enterprises
 Fund management and sources of funding
For details see Annex 3 (based on recommendations of the subgroup)
18. Axis 4: Good governance in implementing support schemes and actions
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Complicated, incoherent and unclear legal and administrative frameworks, insufficient
monitoring and funding schemes tend to preserve inefficient structures rather than
providing incentives and assistance to structural change.
Therefore, an important element of the Greek strategy to revitalise social economy and to
support social entrepreneurship is a systematic effort to base effective support and
implement actions on good governance principles and mechanisms.
The Steering Group recommends to upgrade and integrate existing administrative
mechanisms in the national Government so as to become a suitable solid institutional
structure that will promote the principles of good governance through
 Ensuring a coordinated approach and action between the responsible ministries
and administrative services in implementing and advancing policies and actions,
in particular giving social economy and social entrepreneurship a suitable place
in national crisis exit and structural reform strategies and actions, and developing
synergies between schemes and actions towards the social economy funded
under the different cohesion policy instruments;
 leading the go e
e t s effo ts to simplify and harmonise the legal, fiscal and
administrative frameworks and administrative procedures across departments;
and in particular ensure that registration procedures for social enterprises and
co-operatives established under a variety of laws will be simplified, to meet a
requirement of the European Small Business Act which stipulates that Member
States should have measures in place to reduce the time to set up or register an
enterprise of whatever nature or purpose to three working days and the cost to
EUR 100;
 boosting measures to increase transparency and accountability of social
enterprises, by making the publication of their financial results and social impact
obligatory for beneficiaries of public support;
 organising the dialogue with the representative bodies of the Social Economy, to
discuss governmental proposals for action, and to involve these bodies in the
design and implementation of policies and actions;
 setting up a comprehensive monitoring and evaluation system for governmental
actions, in close cooperation with the Observatory and stakeholders.
For details see Annex 4 (based on recommendations of the subgroup).
19. Public sector capacity building
The public image of social economy actors (NGOs and cooperatives) has suffered from bad
examples that lack a social mission, business models which depend on permanent
subsidies, lack democratic governance and limited entrepreneurial approach. This image
has further been fuelled by complicated, incoherent and unclear legal and administrative
frameworks, insufficient monitoring and funding schemes that tend to preserve inefficient
structures rather than providing incentives and assistance to structural change.
Therefore, systematic efforts have to be made to build capacities in the public sector at
national, regional and local levels that can deliver effective support and implement
actions.
To this end, the Greek Government will support the development of knowledge,
awareness and capacities for promoting social entrepreneurship and social economy in
all relevant public bodies (national, regional, local), through
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 providing guides and organising training for public officials in applying the existing
legal and administrative frameworks in such a way that they assist in starting,
developing and scaling social enterprises (e.g. public procurement rules); this involves
a good understanding of the key features of social enterprise and social
entrepreneurship;
 Developing skills and competencies of administrators, intermediaries and service
providers through making available suitable tools and methods, e.g. for analysing the
impact of public policies and actions, for sound planning of projects and programmes
such as PCM, for quality assurance or for result based management and funding;
 Stimulating learning for administrators, intermediaries and service providers from
other countries, through seminars, study visits, staff exchanges.
20. Action to make transnational cooperation work
It is deemed that transnational learning can be key for the success to quickly assist Greece
in the development of social economy in Greece, across the whole spectrum of
organisational arrangements and legal forms. There is significant interest and key learning
among civil society and social economy actors across Europe, which could assist Greek
stakeholders and social enterprises through various forms of solidarity actions.
Many organisations from the social economy and social finance sector across Europe have
shown great willingness and engagement "to do something" to assist Greece. Many actors
are already trying to do their part and have initiated contacts in Greece. However this
interest often ends in frustration since there is significant fragmentation, no structure to
capture this engagement, difficulties to understand the Greek situation and context as
well whom to "trust".
There is a desperate urgency to encourage and capture this European expertise, potential
and willingness, by mobilising and matching demand and supply for transnational learning
and cooperation in a simple, transparent and cost-effective way, thus laying the ground
for transferring experience and expertise to Greek actors.
On the other side there is an wide-spread need of Greek stakeholders, social
entrepreneurs and social enterprises in getting access to the wide body of expertise and
experience elsewhere in Europe in supporting social enterprises, and in starting and
developing them.
A facility, creating transparency on the EU-wide supply of, and Greek demand for, specific
social economy competencies, and facilitating the matching of opportunities between
Greek and European support organisations and social enterprises could contribute
significantly to capacity building through know-how transfer, in manifold forms and
arrangements, such as training, coaching and mentoring of entrepreneurs, social
enterprise advisors and managers in Greece, hosting social entrepreneurs, and social
enterprise managers/ staff from Greece for training or study visits etc; franchising,
business collaboration, sharing of management tools and methods, etc.
However, in order to be effective, this facility has to be established in a swift and simple,
robust and technical manner, and run by an organisation trusted by European and Greek
organisations, social entrepreneurs and social enterprises.
It will, however, take some time until the support services under axis 1 are fully
operational and effective, and have gained credibility outside Greece.
This calls for the Commission to setting up a preparatory action for mobilising interest in
sharing expertise and experience, and for matching demand and supply in a simple, robust
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and efficient manner between Greek stakeholder and European and civil society and social
economy actors in other Member States. Regarding the method and tools of work, these
can be easily created by adapting the tools that are used a in a range of trans-national
matching services operated or supported by the Commission is in many fields, such as
research (CORDIS), job placements (EURES) or regional actions (INTERREG).
The key objectives of the preparatory action would be:
 to mobilise commitment for the solidarity action amongst social economy stakeholders
in Europe;
 to create transparency on the demand for, and supply of, expertise and experience in
starting and developing social enterprises and pertinent support services;
 to assist in finding suitable partners (requesting or offering relevant assistance);
 to identify needs and opportunities for capacity building through transnational
cooperation; and
 to identify problems, and to monitor outcomes and results of transnational activities
Key tasks for the matching facility would be:
 Establish a website with relevant information on the situation of the social economy in
Greece, relevant initiatives and public action at national, regional and local level, and a
template for entering requests of offers for sharing expertise and experience);
 Inform all relevant stakeholder organisations at European level; as well as members of
the Group of experts of the Commission on Social Business (GECES), the ESF
Committee, the European Employment Committee, the European Social Protection
Committee on the opportunity and procedures for participating in the solidarity
action;
 Establish a help-desk organisations interested in participating in the solidarity action;
 Collect and validate requests for, and offers of, social economy organisations and
social enterprises for assistance in capacity building;
 Find suitable candidates and make proposals to for partner seeking organisations;
 Assist in the organisation of cooperation and learning events aiming at facilitating
transfer of good practice, knowledge and expertise;
 Monitor and assess the development of needs, obstacles and opportunities for
transnational cooperation, and adjust the working methods and tools of the matching
facility.
Given the urgency to assist in developing the social economy and social entrepreneurship
in Greece, for all actors and types of social enterprise, and in view of the uncertainty on
the type and nature, scale and scope, dynamics and complexity, of requests and offer for
transnational assistance, the matching facility should be established as a pilot action for
one year. It should be established as soon as possible (i.e. within the next three months)
since any delay will result in lost initiatives and thereby impact in Greece.
The matching facility services should be assessed, after its first year of operation, to
decide whether the facility would still be needed, extended to serve further countries, or
be continued by a suitable Greek organisation. In any case, the matching facility will have
to develop close links with the Greek social economy and entrepreneurship centres at
national regional level to exploit synergies and to ensure a European value added to
developing and practicing an integrated approach for the development of social economy
in Greece.
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Annex 1: Create and activate an enabling ecosystem for the Social
Economy (Axis 1)
1. Rationale
A critical factor for the successful development of the social economy in Greece, based on
social entrepreneurship and social enterprises (such as social cooperatives), is to create an
enabling ecosystem. Its main elements need to be a broad range of providers of dedicated
start-up and business development services, smart social investors and financial
intermediaries, public funding addressing strategic bottlenecks, favourable legal and
administrative frameworks, value seeking workers, consumers and users, as well as valueadded generating public-private partnerships, networks of stakeholders, and business links
with mainstream enterprises activating social and/or local partners.
This ecosystem will create awareness and interest, confidence and commitment of social
entrepreneurs. It will be nurtured through suitable support from public authorities at all
levels, throughout the life cycle of social enterprises, and activate support from social
partners, the Church, businesses, and civil society initiatives. Its key features aim at
overcoming the barriers listed in section 9 of the outline strategy.
Today, the ecosystem for social economy operators in Greece is highly fragmented and
underdeveloped in comparison with other European countries.
To activate the ecosystem, the experts recommend launching five priority pilot actions, which
are highly interdependent. Interdependence requests that they have to start in parallel, to
stimulate the creation of synergies facilitated through common learning spaces for the
national and the regional for a and centres, but also calls for procedures to ensure that the
different pilot actions can develop independently, serving the needs of their respective
clients.
2. Objectives and functions
Within the broader objectives of the strategic plan for the development of social economy
and social entrepreneurship in Greece, the objective of axis 1 is to develop and activate an
enabling ecosystem for the social economy. Its specific actions will be:
 To support - at national and regional levels (through public-private partnerships) - the
creation of social economy and social entrepreneurship fora and pacts which will serve as
crystallisation points for committed stakeholders and exploit every possible means for
the creation of a conducive ecosystem, to raise awareness of the general public, to
promote mobilising and networking of stakeholders, to provide opportunities for social
enterprise development and to build capacities in the public sector and to support social
entrepreneurship education (action 1);

 To establish a nationwide Resource and Support Centre (National Competence Centre)
for Social Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Development acting as resource base and
gatekeeper to expertise, tools and good practice in starting and developing social
enterprises. It will build capacities for developing and delivering high quality business
services tailored to the specific needs of social economy organisations and enterprises
(action 2);

 To create regional Support Centres for Social Entrepreneurship and Social Economy with
the aim of joining resources of a range of organisations in a one stop shop for social
entrepreneurs and social enterprises. This will deliver a range of services to support their
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start-up, development and growth phase. It will offer skills development, capacity building
and learning opportunities to (young) people looking for socially responsible ways to
develop and run a business, mobilising key stakeholders, stimulating networking and
capacity building (action 3);

 To set up an independent Observatory to systematic monitor and assess the social
economy in Greece, with special emphasis on social entrepreneurship and enterprises,
through developing a network of academic institutes (action 4);

 To establish a regulatory framework to facilitate access of social enterprises to public
markets, and make best use of it notably by specifying the rules and procedures of the
Public Social Reference Contracts, applying social clauses in public procurement
procedures, considering social innovation procurement and reserved contracts as well as
removing administrative barriers (action 5).
3. Actors
In order to overcome the specific barriers in the development of a Greek social economy,
public policies have to play a crucial role in the capacity building and cooperation of social
economy stakeholders and supporters, and enable them to develop a conducive ecosystem.
Thus, it will be necessary to mobilise social economy actors, civil society organisations or
groupings, in partnership with other stakeholders such as (list not exhaustive) local or regional
development agencies, the Church, social partners, volunteers, chambers of commerce,
providers of businesses development services, charities, philanthropic sponsors and social
investors.

Action 1: Social Economy and Social Entrepreneurship Fora and Pacts

1. Objective and Priorities for action the next three months
The objective of action 1 is establish - at national and regional levels (through publicprivate partnerships) - the creation of social economy and social entrepreneurship
platforms and fora (giving a voice to social economy actors) that have the potential to
advance into social economy and social entrepreneurship pacts (committing social
economy supporters around a joint action plans): These will serve as crystallisation points
for committed stakeholders and exploit every possible means for the creation of a
conducive ecosystem, by building on and enhancing what is already existing and works,
through
 Raising awareness and knowledge, stimulating interest, and generating commitment
for the development of the social economy and social enterprises, engaged in a broad
spectrum of activities,

 mobilising stakeholders and providing platforms for networking between them,

 assisting in capacity building in the public sector and awareness raising of the general
public,

 supporting social entrepreneurs and social enterprises in developing links and
networks amongst them and with mainstream businesses and other stakeholders,
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 committing the partners around a common social economy and entrepreneurship
strategy and action plan as a basis for establishing Social Economy Fora that have the
potential to advance to Social Economy and Entrepreneurship Pacts ,

 promoting the introduction of entrepreneurship in school and university curricula, and

 backing the delivery support services, in particular through the Regional Centres of
Social Entrepreneurship and Social Economy.

The National Competence Centre will assist in the formation of the national and regional
platforms and fora, and their advancing into pacts, through organising stakeholder
conferences, moderation of meetings, and providing legal and administrative advice in
setting up the partnership, the Social Economy and Entrepreneurship Pacts. Depending
on the resources and commitments of stakeholders (in particular organisations of social
enterprises, regional and local authorities, philanthropic sponsors) and public
administrations in a region, the composition, roles and functions, priorities and work plans
of fora and pacts may differ.
To this end, the work programme of the National Competence Centre will include a
priority list for assistance to regional stakeholders, and a list of functions of a regional
forum that the National Centre can perform on request, until a regional Forum has the
capacity and resources to deliver them.
Priorities for the next three months
Up to now, the capacities of stakeholders are underdeveloped in most regions. It is
therefore more efficient to start the creation of a forum at national level, and to
complement this by supporting four pilot actions at local or regional level in selected
regions which have already started initiatives in that direction.
The priority actions for the next three months are therefore:

 To support the organisation of a national stakeholder conference for social economy
and social entrepreneurship, as a first step towards a national forum, which eventually
will advance into a National Social Economy And Entrepreneurship Council, that
represents the social economy in Greece;
 To support the establishment of pilot Social Economy Fora that have the potential to
advance to Pacts in four pilot regions, and, as a first step, support the organisation of
two regional stakeholder conferences for social economy and social entrepreneurship
(in Athens and Thessaloniki);

 To support the organisation of a social entrepreneurship fair and conference that
would
o Provide a market place for opportunities to social entrepreneurs by presenting (in
partnership with and experienced partner from another member state) replicable
or adaptable business models for social enterprises (successfully operating in other
countries) that meet the needs of Greek society and the capabilities of Greek social
entrepreneurs, and
o generate confidence in social entrepreneurship through presenting role models
and champions.
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2. Main tasks and activities

 The main tasks of the social entrepreneurship fora and pacts at national and at
regional levels – set up as pilot actions - would be, in particular:
 To support and conduct activities to raise awareness on the opportunities for all
and on the social impact that the social economy generates, mobilise commitment
to support from private, civic and public bodies, through targeted events,
advocacy, information campaigns on the value and impact of social enterprise;
 To promote networking and exchange of good practice amongst stakeholders,
service providers, social finance investors, academics civil society organisations etc;
 To represent the social economy and to engage in the co-design and codevelopment of a sound strategy and action plan to develop the social economy
and social entrepreneurship;
 To mobilise stakeholders in regional and local governments, business and the NGO
sectors to join resources and actions around a common strategy and objectives to
develop an ecosystem conducive to entrepreneurship, with the aim of establishing
Social Economy Pacts;
 To support the creation and management of support networks for social
entrepreneurs;
 To act as coaches and mentors for two other initiatives to establish a regional
forum (after the preparation phase);
 To facilitate the development of business links of social enterprises with
mainstream enterprises; and stimulating Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
actions to support social enterprise.

3. Funding arrangements
For each forum, following a stakeholder conference (logistical costs covered by the ESF),
an organisation trusted by social economy stakeholders - on the basis of a sound proposal
- ill e gi e a s all g a t € ,
fo th ee o ths, a pe e tage of hi h 1 will be
earmarked for European partners or advisors) to set up a task force to mobilise and
commit the regional stakeholders, draft a cooperation agreement outlining the roles and
tasks of each partner, and an action plan for joining resources and exploiting synergies in
supporting social entrepreneurship and social economy development, accompanied by a
two years work programme. Each grant for the preparatory work of a task force will be
awarded in line with the principles set in the outline strategy.
There will be a follow-up grant for the implementation of a suitable and feasible action
plan which will include a budget2 for European partners, mentors and advisors, as well as
for the secretariat of the Forum or Pact). The implementation of all or some of the tasks
can be assigned to regional centres, where these exist, or to the national Competence
Centre. Each taskforce will make use of the expertise and experience of fora and pacts on
other parts of Europe, through suitable cooperation agreements.
The Expert Steering Committee will serve as evaluation board for the proposals for fora in
the pilot regions, both for the preparatory and the implementation phase.
The preparatory work for the stakeholder conferences and the fora will also be assisted by
the National Competence Centre.
1

2

Experts recommend 30%. Some experts (Chatzantonis, Ziomas, Theodoroulakis) recommend that the percentage should be specified by
the Expert Steering Group at a later stage.
Experts recommend that 20% of the annual budget shall be ring fenced for European partners. Some experts (Chatzantonis, Ziomas,
Theodoroulakis) suggest that the percentage should be specified by the Expert Steering Group at a later stage.
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Action 2: National Competence Centre for Social Economy and
Social Entrepreneurship Development

1. Objective and Priorities for action in the next three months
The objective of action 2 is to establish a nationwide resource and support centre for
promoting the social economy and social entrepreneurship.
Its main mission is to provide strategic and operational assistance to the setting up and
implementation of the national regional fora and pacts, as well as to the regional centres
in all their functions.
Priorities for the next three months

 To start funding the preparatory phase for establishing the National Competence
Centre, and
 To provide support to establishing the four regional Social Economy fora and pacts as
well as the pilot centres
2. Main tasks and activities
The main tasks of the national Competence Centre will be to act as:

 Organiser for the creation of a national Social Economy and Social Entrepreneurship
Forum, and its operations, through carrying out, at national level, events and
campaigns to raise awareness, mobilise stakeholders and supporters, and to promote
the recognition of social entrepreneurship (through an awareness campaign at
national level disseminating illustrative examples of social entrepreneurship and social
enterprise development in Greece, highlighting their social, environmental and
community development impact);
 Facilitator for the creation of Social Economy and Social Entrepreneurship Fora and
Pacts in the four pilot regions, through logistical assistance in organising stakeholder
conferences, moderation of meetings, and providing legal and administrative advice in
setting up the partnership which will be advanced in a Social Economy Pact ;

 Resource Centre for the regional support centres, through
 Developing, testing and supporting the widespread use of tools and methods for
motivating, mobilising, empowering, supporting and linking social entrepreneurs,
including guidance and tools for conducting quality management, impact
assessment, social reporting and benchmarking;
 Identifying and assessing good practice in social entrepreneurship support, and
disseminating suitable know-how from Europe to the Regional Centres, including
guides, manuals, checklists, training plans and material, etc. for both, the
advisors/mentors/ coaches/trainers of the Centre, and the entrepreneurs
themselves, on key issues such as setting up a social enterprise, creating,
developing and assessing business ideas, finding partners and supporters,
developing a business plan, recruitment, funding, legal and tax issues;
 Organising training courses for stakeholders, NGOs, local and regional authorities,
consultants etc in social entrepreneurship;
 Assuming the functions of a regional centre until a regional centre is operational;
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 Facilitator of learning platform for regional centres and other providers of start-up and
business development services for social enterprises, by establishing a learning
network and community of practice for the staff and experts working in and with the
Regional Centres;
 Organiser of social enterprise platforms at national level for networking and
developing clusters of social enterprises around activity fields, societal challenges or
value chains, such as care services, food distribution, energy production and saving,
agro-tourism, etc.;
 Strategic fundraiser amongst foundations and philanthropic investors, corporations
(CSR) for the work of the regional centres, the training of social entrepreneurs and the
development of social enterprises.

3. Funding arrangements
Funding will be arranged in line with the principles set in the outline strategy, conditional
to successful completion of the preparatory phase and a partnership agreement with a
competent organisation in another Member State.
The terms of reference for the tendering procedure will therefore include the relevant
principles of support, as well as the following provisions:

 Preparatory phase (funding covers 3 months; up to € ,
, of hi h a pe e tage3
will be earmarked for European partners or advisors);
 to carry out a baseline analysis of the situation, support needs and development
potential of social entrepreneurs and social enterprises, and to screen suitable
approaches and models in place elsewhere in Europe that can serve as a reference
model;
 to carry out a sound stakeholder analysis which could serve as a basis to develop
and establish the national forum;
 to develop and establish the cooperation agreement with at least one experienced
partner from another member state;
 to identify priority actions and services; to develop a work programme (based on a
proven planning tool)

 Operational implementation (funding covers 3 years, for up to five professional senior
experts (FTE) a budget for events and campaigns, and an additional (ring-fenced)
budget4 of 20% of the staff costs for European partners, mentors, coaches and
advisors):
 delivery of a fine-tuned set of support services for the regional fora and centres;
 importing, sharing and disseminating good practice;
 mobilising and assisting stakeholders in establishing a forum at national level
Funding will require an agreement with a transnational partner which itself is a provider
of capacity building services and that is committed to share good practice and to transfer
know-how (e.g. through training of staff, coaching, hosting trainees and seconded staff
etc).

3 Experts recommend 30%. Three experts (Chatzantonis, Ziomas, Theodoroulakis) recommend that the percentage should be specified by
the Expert Steering Group at a later stage
4 Three experts (Chatzantonis, Theodoroulakis and Ziomas) recommend funding for up to ten professional experts (FTE senior and junior),
and no specification, at this stage, of the relative size of the budget for European partners
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Action 3: Regional Centres of Social Entrepreneurship and
Social Economy

1. Objective and Priorities for action in the next three months
The objective of this action is to enable regional and local actors to deliver a broad range
of advisory, training and business development services to support the start-up,
development and growth of social enterprises. Ideally, these stakeholders will join their
resources and activities towards social economy and social entrepreneurship in the form
of a pact or forum, which would initiate and govern the regional centre.
The aim is to establish such regional centres eventually in all Greek regions but to start
with those that have already made significant steps to develop the necessary capacities.

Priorities for the next three months
 to establish pilot Social Entrepreneurship and Social Economy Centres in four
selected regions/municipalities that have the largest potential and strongest needs,
as well as some support services and infrastructures already in place, which provide
support to social entrepreneurs and social enterprises during, pre-start-up phase and
on the first years of doing business.
2. Main tasks and activities
The weight of the different services offered by a centre may change over time and
between regions, thus reflecting the differences in type and scale of the needs of its main
clients and of the resources and capabilities of relevant actors in the ecosystem for social
enterprises.
As a rule, a regional centre will offer a fine-tuned package of demand-oriented service
functions:

 Serving as an easily accessible central information point and one-stop shop for social
entrepreneurs and social enterprises to learn more on, and to get involved in, the
social economy, and to render services a such as:
 General information, first line counselling, advice, coaching and mentoring
services, covering the full development stream from idea generation to business
scaling;
 Referral to expert consultants, specialised business support services and/or service
providers, linking with a social economy support network, and opening doors to
social investors and market opportunities;
 Shared (co-)working space for starters, offering physical space with professional
infrastructure, e.g. internet, meeting rooms etc.;
 Shared services for established social enterprises such as communications and
marketing, networking, fund-raising, book-keeping and accounting;
 Serving as a regional competence centre for social entrepreneurship development
that would:
 Provide tools and training, support and guidance to develop skills, competencies
and co-operation capabilities on e.g.
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o how to ensure the social mission and demonstrate the social impact of the
enterprise;
o how the establish (include business planning) and manage a social enterprise
o how to develop customer base;
o how to access public markets, in particular participate in public tenders;
o how access to different sources of finance;
o how to adapt or replicate proven business models (through "localising" global
social business solutions, social franchising etc.);
 assist social entrepreneurs and social enterprises in learning from, and cooperating
with, social economy actors outside Greece;

 Serving as a school for social entrepreneurs in a region that would engage in specific
activities, in particular for e.g.
 Developing a culture of social entrepreneurship, by generating mind-sets of young
people open to work for social, environmental and community goals, and
developing basic capabilities for developing social innovations;
 Attracting talents to engage in social entrepreneurship;
 Mentoring and coaching young people in starting a social enterprise;
 Facilitating access of social enterprises to public markets through favourable
application of public procurement rules;
 Training civil servants in regional and local administrations as well as stakeholders
in
o Understanding the contribution of social entrepreneurship to a strategy to exit
the crisis;
o Assessing the nature and scale of barriers that social entrepreneurs are facing,
and how these can be addressed by public action;
o Using suitable tools and methods for designing, monitoring, quality
management and evaluating pertinent support actions.
3. Organisation and Governance
Mobilising and empowering social entrepreneurs, as well as providing advisory, training and
business development services to support the start-up, development and growth of social
enterprises is done most effectively at regional and local levels. The regional approach allows
tailoring the support needed to the specific needs of social entrepreneurs and social
enterprises in each region.
The models developed by the four pilot actions, the experience gained, and the tools applied
by them successfully will be shared with other regions. To this end, each pilot region will act
as coaches for two new regions in establishing a regional centre.
Organisations committed to initiating and establishing a regional centre will have to start with
a sound preparation: assessing the baseline situation regarding needs and capabilities for
support, and designing a package of suitable, feasible and affordable start-up and
development services that meet the regional demand.
Moreover, they will have to identify organisations in other European countries that have the
capability to transfer pertinent expertise and experience, and enter into a development
partnership with one them. Such partner organisations abroad with relevant transfer
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capacities could be social entrepreneurship hubs and incubators, social entrepreneurship
schools, social innovation centres, entrepreneurship houses, social impact and social
innovation labs, and similar organisations, and organisations that deliver combinations of such
services.
The regional centres may be organised in the form of a partnership between existing
organisations and, if needed, newly established service providers.
Their governance, management and organisational set-up of a regional centre will reflect a set
of common approaches:

 Independence: A Centre is a self-organised partnership of organisations that are providing
high quality start-up and business development services and support to (potential) social
entrepreneurs and social enterprises as well as to providers of social finance. The core
partners are at least one organisation from the public administration, the civil society, and
the business development community. On the longer term, the regional centres strive to
become a sustainable business model, though a diversity of revenue and funding sources.

 Needs and social purpose orientation: The partners initiating a regional support centre
will eventually establish the centre in the form of a social co-operative under law 4019/309-2011, that will provide services that satisfy collective needs and local development, thus
ensuring a clear general interest orientation and democratic decision making.
 Links with civil society organisations: The regional Centre will assist NGOs and community
organisations in transforming market related activities into social enterprises through
guidance for a more professional production and trading of services and goods serving
collective needs.

 Links with the social investment community and with public funding agencies: The
regional Centre will facilitate access to pre-start-up, seed and development funding,
including (public) bursaries and grants (see axis 2) under this and other public
programmes (e.g. TOP-ECO, and therefore establish collaboration agreements with ESF
intermediate bodies and social investors/social investment funds.

 Active participation in a learning network and platform to share good practice and
lessons learnt with other regional centres organised by the National Competence Centre
for Social Entrepreneurship Development (see Action 2 below).

 Synergies and working in partnership: The regional centres will seek cooperation with all
other organisations delivering services for starting and developing a social enterprise, such
as the providers of training and advice in TOP ECO partnerships, chambers of commerce,
social partners, the Church, established businesses, and civil society initiatives.

 Specialised experts, working under ad hoc assignments under the terms of a contract with
a regional centre, will be assigned on the basis on the initial counselling, or on the
initiative of the mentor or coach assigned to teams of social entrepreneurs or a social
enterprise. Specialised experts will be needed for consultancy on legal, technical, financial
or market questions specific to an enterprise. Regional Centres will set up quality
management procedures to assess the market and to ensure effective assistance to the
entrepreneurs and social enterprises.

 The system of subcontracting specialised consultancy tasks to external experts will be
reviewed after one year.
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4. Rules for ESF Support
Following the establishment of the pilot action of four regional centres, the second wave
of regional centres will be selected through a call for proposals. The terms of reference
will incorporate the lessons learnt from the pilot action.
ESF funding will be granted on meeting the following conditions:
- Funding will be provided through grants (using where possible simplified cost options)
in two phases:
o Funding for the preparatory phase (3 to 9 months) will be up to € ,
, of hi h
at least 30% 5is ring-fenced for European partners or advisors:


To carry out a baseline analysis of the situation, support needs and
development potential of social entrepreneurs and social enterprises, and to
screen suitable approaches and models in place elsewhere in Europe that can
serve as a reference model;
 to carry out a sound stakeholder analysis which could serve as a basis to
develop and establish the regional forum;
 to develop and establish the cooperation agreement with a partner from
another member state;
 to identify priority actions and services; to develop a work programme (based
on a proven planning tool).
o Funding for the operational implementation (3 years) will cover the staff costs of
up to 3 experts (FTE), 3 external specialised experts (FTE), and an additional (ringfenced) budget of 20% of the staff costs for European partners, mentors, coaches
and advisors6 for:


delivering of a fine-tuned set of start-up and business development services
and functions;
 disseminating good practice;
 mobilising stakeholders for support.
Every year, the ESF contribution to the staff costs would be adjusted, based on
demand, performance and the results of a peer review.,
-

Funding will require an agreement with a transnational partner which itself is an actor
in the social economy in another member state ("solidarity partner") that is
committed to share good practice and to transfer know-how (e.g. through training of
staff, coaching, hosting trainees and seconded staff etc).

Where feasible, the Regional Centres will also contribute to the administration of ESF support
to social entrepreneurs and social enterprises. Their involvement in the administration of
support schemes under axis 2 (in particular selection of beneficiaries, on-going monitoring
and follow up, verification of achievements of milestones) could take different forms, as
outlined in Annex 2.

5

Three experts (Chatzantonis, Theodoroulakis and Ziomas) recommend not to specify at this stage the relative budget for
European partners)
6
Three experts (Chatzantonis, Theodoroulakis and Ziomas) recommend initial funding for up to five professional experts
(FTE) in-house, and additional five external experts, and no specification at this stage of the relative size of the budget for
European partners
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Action 4: Support the establishment of a research network delivering a
Social Economy and Entrepreneurship Observatory

1. Objective and Priorities for action in the next three months
The objective of action 4 is to lay the ground for an independent systematic monitoring
and assessment of the social economy in Greece, with special emphasis on social
entrepreneurship and enterprises. Sound independent analysis and assessment will be
needed to justify and further develop policies and actions to support social economy
across Greece.
Independence requires institutional separation from the National Competence Centre to
avoid7:
 Conflicts of interest in assessing public support and its implementation;

 Conflicts of profiles and interests of experts assigned to professionally backing support
services, and researchers assigned to conduct empirical research;

 Conflicts between established academic resources and activities, and a newly
established research body.
Action 4 will aim at activating existing academic resources and experts, pool their
expertise and resources, design a common format for data collection, empirical work and
reporting, and establish a sound procedure for access to, and use of, relevant public data,
notably from registries for cooperatives and other civil society organisations.
Work of the observatory will have to reflect not only the policy questions of the different
governmental departments in charge of social economy policies and actions, but also
those of the National and regional social economy and social entrepreneurship fora and
pacts (action 1); the National Competence Centre for Social Entrepreneurship and
Enterprise Development (action 2), and the regional Support Centres for Social
Entrepreneurship and Social Economy (action 3).

Priority for the next three months

 To start funding the preparatory phase for establishing Social Economy and
Entrepreneurship Observatory in Greece

2. Main tasks and activities
The preparatory work would be an assessment of the existing capacities and a feasibility
study/preparatory action for a distributed network of academic institutions. To this end
the preparatory work would need to assess - through a survey amongst academic
institutions, interviews and a workshop - , in particular:

7

Three experts (Chatzantonis, Theodoroulakis and Ziomas) recommend to set up the Observatory either as a distinct
function of the nationwide Resource and Support Centre for an initial period which will be advanced to an autonomous
body at a later stage or as a separate body from the beginning.
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 the approaches, quality and scope of research by academic institutions already
engaged in empirical research in social economy and social entrepreneurship;
 comparability of Greek research results, complementarity of research fields and
approaches, and identification of gaps and deficits;
 the comparability of the Greek research with research in relevant European countries;
 the feasibility of a distributed network of academic institutions to deliver periodic
reports on the state and development of the social economy and social
entrepreneurship in Greece, with a special focus on
o Monitoring the development of characteristics, type and scale of activities,
business models and economic weight of social enterprises;
o Identifying and assessing barriers to start, develop and expand social enterprises;
o Comparing their economic and social performance with mainstream enterprises;
o Monitoring and assessing patterns and determinants of creation of social
enterprises;
o Monitoring attitudes and awareness, barriers and enabling factors, entrepreneurial
activities, and socio-economic impact.

Action 5: Establish a comprehensive regulatory and administrative framework to facilitate
access of social enterprises to public markets, and make best use of it

1. Rationale
Social enterprises often face disproportionate difficulties concerning access to public
contracts, which, in Greece, results from various causes:

 Public procurement officers and social enterprises have little knowledge and expertise
on how to take full advantage of the current Greek legislation for procurement of
social and environmental services, by using social clauses.

 The transposition of the primary legal framework of the European Union on public
procurement into Greek legislations and directives is incomplete when it comes to
social reference contracts, and the access of social economy operators to public
procurement, which already was recognised in Law no 4019/2011, which, to that end,
stipulated the establishment of an inter-ministerial council, to design and implement,
o ito a d e aluate a o p ehe si e pu li so ial efe e e o t a t poli
i teg atio pla .

 Social, health and education services have specific characteristics which make them
inappropriate for the application of the regular European rules for the award of public
service contracts, as they are typically provided within a specific administrative,
organisational and cultural context that differs from Member State to Member State.
That is why, a year ago, the European Commission proposed a revision of the
European legal framework; to give Member States a large discretion in organising the
choice of service providers for contracts up to EUR 500 000, and imposing only the
respect of basic principles of transparency and equal treatment, and the obligation to
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ensure that contracting authorities are able to apply specific quality criteria for the
choice of service providers.
After the adoption of the revised European Directive in the next few months, the new
legal framework has to be transposed into Greek legislation without delay, taking into
account the specific characteristics of social enterprises.
2. Objective and Priorities for action in the first semester of 2013
Against this background, the objective of action 5 is to ensure a comprehensive regulatory
and administrative framework to facilitate access of social enterprises to public markets is
in place within six months, and that the demand and supply sides of the public market are
capable of to making best use of it.
To this end, a plan of action for establishing a comprehensive regulatory and
administrative framework, and a suitable measures for capacity building of public
procurement officers and social entrepreneurs have to be established. This will require
governmental action across a range of Ministries, to be supported by clear proposals and
recommendations of the social economy stakeholders in Greece.

Priorities for action for the next three months

 Set up the inter-ministerial committee as provided for in article 16 of law 4019/2011
which has to task of issuing an opinion on the comprehensive public social reference
contract policy integration plan, to be approved by the Ministerial Council within four
months of the date on which it first convenes;

 In order to lay the ground for feeding expertise and experience into the work of this
governmental committee, support the establishment of a working group of key
stakeholders and experts, as a key element of the priority preparatory action to
establish a national stakeholder conference and a social enterprise and
entrepreneurship forum, which will be given the mandate to draft a comprehensive
proposal for optimising and streamlining the existing legal and administrative
procedures,
 Prepare for feasible and suitable provisions and arrangements (in line with the
relevant European legislation for state aid and public procurement) for special
integration contracts, to be awarded, under specific co ditio s, to the I teg atio
“o ial Coope ati e E te p ises i ludi g li ited lia ilit so ial oope ati es .

Close links between the work of the inter-ministerial committee and the working group of
the stakeholders have to be agreed, involving in particular: a public hearing of the interministerial committee, a common schedule that allows the presentation of the opinion of
the o ki g g oup as ell as the go e
e t s o p ehe si e pla at the atio al
stakeholder conference
The task and rules of procedures of the inter-ministerial committee are laid down in law
4019/2011.
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The working group of stakeholders and experts, supported under the grant for priority
action no. 1 (preparation and organisation of a national stakeholder conference) will draft
an opinion that should
 Build on experiences in other Member States;

 Be based on an inventory and assessment of the opportunities and deficiencies of all
existing relevant rules, procedures and administrative arrangements;

 Pay specific attention to those rules, procedures and administrative arrangements
which already provide an opportunity for social enterprises, but are underutilised by
public procurement offices and social enterprises;

 Make proposals for improving administrative rules and procedures, notably for those
which only need minor modifications to be put into force, such as applying social
clauses in public procurement procedures;
 Make recommendations for specifying the rules and procedures of the Public Social
Reference Contracts, including special integration contracts for work integration social
enterprises, as well as for modifying and complementing all existing relevant legal and
administrative arrangements.

The Ministry of Labour, following the approval of the comprehensive plan by the
Ministerial Council, will, in order to comply with the provisions of Art. 16 (5), promptly
inform suppliers to the State and broader public sector and other interested parties on the
Plan, and propose any necessary legislative regulation and amendments needed to the
existing legal framework to the competent ministers and take any necessary measures
needed in order to apply public social reference contracts.
The information to stakeholders and social enterprises has to be complemented by
capacity building actions within the public administration. Key elements should be
 User-friendly information material and guidance notes for social enterprises on how to
become a provider for goods and services to governmental bodies; and

 tailored training courses for public procurement officers, and social enterprise
managers in making best use of the opportunities in the public procurement
regulation (existing rules and modifications in 2013), notably relating to social clauses
in procurement, reserved contracts and social innovation procurement procedures.

3. Total Budget allocation

 The budget for the working group of stakeholders and experts for the preparatory
phase (which would include expert advice) will be € .
fo si o ths

 The budget for the training and the awareness raising actions will be specified at a
later stage in the framework of ESF funded capacity building activities.
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Annex 2: Financial support for starting and developing a social
enterprise (Axis 2)
1. Rationale
A key barrier to start and develop a social enterprise is lack of finance. Overcoming this
barrier is more difficult than for mainstream SMEs, because preparation is often more
costly and takes more time, families and friends, banks and partners see it as more risky,
and the development of a customer base is often more complex for innovative social
enterprises that have to develop a new market.
This, however, does not mean that governments have to fund social enterprises per se,
and in particular not through subsidies based on criteria that are also met by mainstream
enterprises.
For these reasons, many European countries are offering direct financial support for
starting and developing a social enterprise to
•

generate a continuous flow of social enterprise creations; through providing support
along the whole chain of an enterprise life cycle, with a particular focus on the prestart-up activities as well as on the first three years of operation. Such support to
includes stimuli for generating ideas and testing the business concept, assistance for
demonstrating the feasibility and viability of the social enterprise plan, and developing
a customer base;

•

create a level playing field, thus ensuring that social enterprises and mainstream
enterprises have the same access and the same conditions to public support.
Ensuring a level playing field is in particular relevant
o for the design and implementation of public support schemes towards business
start ups and SMEs, which should also provide access and the same conditions for
social entrepreneurs and social enterprises,
o

for access to public procurement (for which recommendations are made in action
5 under axis 1, and

o for work integration cooperative enterprises, aimed to the integration of the most
vulnerable groups which have to bear specific costs for training and mentoring
staff with a severe handicap, psychosocial assistance etc. that other social
enterprises or mainstream SMEs do not have to bear.8
The overall perspective, however, is to shift the balance from a grant dependency culture
to one where social enterprises have a greater incentive to produce, trade, capture
investment and recover surpluses where they can. Therefore, the granting of wage
subsidies is not an instrument to develop social enterprises.

8 In a complementary way, the social value of work integration cooperative enterprises could be recognised through applying
social clauses in public procurement, or specific integration contracts.
The conditions for these will be defined in the comprehensive plan for social reference contracts which is part of priority
action no 7
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2. Objectives
Many countries offer tax privileges to social economy operators and in particular to social
enterprises. The Greek legislation for social cooperatives provides income tax exemptions
for profits allocated to reserves or re-investments for the purpose of the social
cooperative.
In addition to these tax privileges, and in line with the principles underlying the
implementation of the strategy and the Action Plan to develop the Social Economy and
Social Entrepreneurship, this action aims at awarding grants to persons that prepare or
steer a social enterprise.
Grants will be awarded for:
o
Assisting teams of social entrepreneur through granting social entrepreneurship
bursaries to teams wishing to develop their social enterprise idea ; and
o
boosting the capitalisation of social co-operatives, thereby creating a commonly
owned asset, and enabling them to create more jobs and provide more services, and
to empower workers in social cooperatives to become members, thus strengthening
the participative and democratic dimension of the co-operative.
3. Budget
Fo the t o pilots a tio s p oposed, a udget of €

,

,

eeds to e allo ated.

4. Instruments not recommended: general subsidies for social enterprises, in particular
wage subsidies
Social enterprises are to become economic entities that produce goods and services and
generate an income through trading on the market. As such, they should not be entitled
to receive subsidies over and above the subsidies that mainstream SMEs can receive.
Public grants to individuals to facilitate the start of a social enterprise are to be part of a
full support package which aims at mobilising all available resources for social enterprises.
As a general rule, granting subsidies, in particular wage subsidies is not a suitable
instrument to develop social enterprises.
However, under a suitable social inclusion scheme, special financial support (which may
include wage subsidies and subsidies for investment activities) could be provided and
a a ded to I teg atio “o ial Coope ati e E te p ises and Limited Liability Social
Cooperatives which are employing people with handicaps or from disadvantage groups.
Moreover, if pilots provide empirical evidence that prove the relevance of specific barriers
to start and develop a social enterprise, the Steering Group should consider these cases
and assess if specific grant schemes to social enterprises can be justified, and if suitable,
feasible and acceptable schemes can be developed.
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5. Priorities for the next three months
To prepare the guidelines and announce two new support instruments for social
enterprise creation and development:
a) Social entrepreneurship pre-start support grants
The pre-start support grants are to be provided for up to 3 months (exceptions for up
to 6 months need to be justified) to (young) teams wishing to develop their social
enterprise idea (feasibility work). These grants should take the form of a combination
of direct financial support (lump sum) with counselling and mentoring provided by the
Regional Support Centres where they exist, or, exceptionally, by the National
Competence Centre.
•

Specific objective:
To provide subsistence for starter candidates to devote full time to exploring the
feasibility of their idea, the suitability for the social / societal problems, and the
support of civil society organisations acting as sponsors, partners, investors,
consumers or users to the services or goods to be produced by the new company.

•

Implementation
The pilot action of the scheme will be implemented through two strands, giving
social entrepreneurs a choice of two options:

 Strand 1 for members of a team of social entrepreneurs, to develop the idea in
Greece, with the support of the Regional Support Centres where they exist.

 Strand 2: for individual social entrepreneurs who want to develop a social
enterprise idea with support of a suitable social enterprise outside Greece, and
do a training on the job there (approach similar to that of ERASMUS for Young
Entrepreneurs)
 Strand 3: for experts from a social economy actor outside Greece that want to
assist a Greek entrepreneurial team in Greece in their specific field of
competence.

•

Target:
500 pre-start support grants for the members of the teams in 2013.

•

Complementary support:

 Specialised advice and business consultation (through Greek mentors and/or
through transfer of expertise from other EU member states) will be provided or
provided by the Regional Support Centres,

 Financial support to buy specialised advice and business consultation services,
in particular for replicating or franchising a business model successfully
implemented elsewhere in Europe (to be mentored by the Regional Support
Centres)9.

9 Three experts (Chatzantonis, Theodoroulakis and Ziomas) do not recommend this option of support
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•

Award procedure:
For both strands, the Regional Centres, with support of the National Competence
Centre, will organise competitions in the four pilot regions.
The Regional Centres will set up a jury to assess the quality, innovativeness and
feasibility of the social enterprise idea, the capability of the team, and the social
impact they want to achieve.
The applications, together with the assessments organised by the Regional
Centres, will be processed by the responsible ESF Intermediate Bodies (at regional
level where established).

•

Reviews and further development of the approach:
Every three months, the regional centres will report on achievements, problems
and recommendations to Ministry of Labour and to the Expert Steering
Committee. The first report will serve as a basis for the specifications for the work
of regional centres, and, if it works, for developing additional options. with
inspirations from the schemes implemented by UnLtd
(http://unltd.org.uk/journey/)

b) Microfinance to boost the capitalisation of social co-operatives enterprises
•

Objective:
To boost the capitalisation of social co-operatives, thereby creating a commonly
owned asset, and enabling them to create more jobs and provide more services,
and to empower workers in social cooperatives to become members, thus
strengthening the participative and democratic dimension of the co-operative.

•

Instruments:

 Grant awarded to workers in a social cooperative enterprise for investing in the
shares of their co-operative,

 A micro-loan, in combination with the grant, of the same amount for the same
purpose (if a mechanism for micro-loans to social cooperative enterprises can
be established). The bank loan is granted at a low interest or zero interest, will
be guaranteed (80 - 100%) by the Guarantee Fund and has to be repaid in
monthly instalments.

•

Conditions:

 The beneficiary belongs to a target group [disabled or disadvantaged [as
specified in the law]; or is young (<30), or old (women >40, men >50; or (at risk
of being) unemployed];

 A beneficiary who stays in a registered social co-operative enterprise for less
than three years (full time),
o will lose the shares bought with the grant, as these will be transferred to
the assets owned by the cooperative,
o can buy back [part of] the shares financed through the microloan at face
value [up to an amount of the outstanding debt] ,
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 To avoid infringing European state aid rules, and to affect a larger number of
social co-operatives, the number of beneficiaries from any given co-operative is
limited to 10;
 Amount of grant:

€
€
€ ,

fo a pe so ith a se e e disa ilit
fo a pe so f o a disad a taged g oup
fo ou ge o olde o ke s, o fo people that
are (at risk of being) unemployed

 The beneficiary also takes a personal loan of the same amount to invest in
cooperative shares alongside the investment of the grant
•

Implementation:
Grants and microloans will be distributed through a suitable financial institution
(or the Greek Guarantee Fund for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises) that has a
licence to provide micro finance

•

Target:
Improvement of the capitalisation of 250 social cooperative enterprises in 2013

•

Award procedure:
Working members of a cooperative submit their applications to the competent
Intermediate Body of the Ministry of Labour, Social Insurance and Welfare (for
grants and loans) and to the micro-finance provider in charge of the loan
component of the scheme.
The Regional Centres will set up a jury to assess the quality, innovativeness and
viability of the social enterprise, the capability of the team, and the social impact
they want to achieve.
The applications, together with the assessment organised by the Regional Centres,
will be processed by the responsible ESF Intermediate Bodies (at regional level
where established).

•

Funding arrangements
Awarding the micro-finance grant should be based on
 registration in the social cooperative register
 proof of eligibility of the beneficiaries

 assessment of the social enterprise plan (business and social impact plan)
by a jury set up by the relevant regional support centre.
•

Pilot scheme approach:
The scheme will be tested in the four pilot regions before implemented across the
country.

•

Short term solution:
In view of the collapsing Greek banking sector, an option could be to substitute the
loan component by repayable grants.

•

Models in place:
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Microfinance and grants schemes for capitalising social and workers´ cooperatives
exist in several European regions, such Lombardy.
For details, see
http://www.ekonomiaspoleczna.pl/files/ekonomiaspoleczna.pl/public/_MRR_Bett
er_Future/LR_Jeremie_ESF_v1_0_071111-k_prezentaci.pdf
•

Reviews and further development of the approach:
Every three months, the regional centres will report on achievements, problems
and recommendations in relations to this scheme.
The first reports of regional centres will serve as a basis for an assessment of
specific needs of financial support, and of the justification, suitability, feasibility
and acceptance of specific grant schemes, taking into account the need to provide
a level playing field regarding support that is accessible to mainstream SMEs, as
well as proposals made by stakeholders, fora and networks for establishing specific
grant schemes, such as:

 Social innovation development grants to support research, development,
testing and demonstration of new services or products of social enterprises.
 Social enterprise investment grants covering part of the initial investment or
franchise costs of a social enterprise start up.

 Social enterprise development grants covering part of the costs to scale the
operations of a social enterprise though growth, setting up a family of
independent, but connected social enterprises, social franchising etc.

 Social enterprise integration grants to e a a ded to I teg atio “o ial
Coope ati e E te p ises i ludi g Li ited Lia ilit “o ial Coope ati es
covering both the costs of investment activities and the specific costs of
employing people with a handicap or from a disadvantaged group.
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Annex 3: Facilitating access to finance to consolidate and scale social
enterprises (Axis 3)
Rationale
1. There are high expectations on a new financial instrument to facilitate access to finance
for social enterprises in Greece:
-

by financial intermediaries expecting the instrument to share risks of investing in social
enterprises, to mobilise public and private investments, and to apply European good
practice in social investing (e.g. due diligence, impact measurement);

-

by investors expecting the instrument to develop the market through creating
transparency in the market, establishing quality standards (both for financial
intermediaries and social enterprises), sharing risk and increasing impact;

-

by social enterprises expecting the new instrument to contribute to a wide recognition
of the social impact they are intending to generate (investments as a quality label), to
mobilise new sources of funding like patient capital for development and scaling, and
to receive high quality business development services alongside the funding;

-

by stakeholders in employment policies expecting the new instrument to demonstrate
that supporting social enterprise is a cost-effective policy approach towards job
creation and safeguarding jobs, and that jobs created in social enterprises would be
more sustainable and of better quality than those in mainstream SMEs;

-

by the European Commission expecting the new instrument to comply fully with the
regulations and rules for financial instruments under the cohesion policy funds, and to
be aligned with the relevant policy frameworks.

2. The financial instrument, in line with the overall reform strategy for Greece and the
specific strategy to develop the Social Economy and Social Entrepreneurship in Greece
under the a European Union Programme for Social Change and Innovation (PSCI), the
Commission has put the emphasis on the role of social entrepreneurs as innovators and
drivers for social change:
-

They generate sustainable jobs, facilitate social and work integration, provide inclusive
social services and improve the quality of social and health care;

-

They introduce efficient ways to reduce emissions and waste, and to use natural
resources and energy more efficiently;

-

They focus on innovation and the empowerment of citizens, through exploiting the
participatory dimension of the tools of a modern communication society.

Objectives and conditions
3. The design and implementation of the new instrument should serve two objectives which
have to pursued simultaneously, in order to generate an added value:
-

To support the development of the social investment market, by addressing market
failures and sub-optimal investment situations, and

-

To facilitate and prepare access to finance for social enterprises - including provision
fo i est e t eadi ess , to e su e o ga isatio s a e a le to take o epa a le
finance.
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The ESF´s contribution to the financial instrument may not be large in absolute terms.
However, the instrument can generate a catalytic potential to change the market
environment in such a way as to mobilise sufficient funding through risk-sharing, creating
market transparancy and sharing good practice to make a real difference in providing
sustainable access to finance for social enterprises across the national territory.
4. Public efforts that meet these objectives in other European countries have recognised that
developing the social investment market requires:

 developing the supply side of the market, by providing an environment inducive to
mobilise social investors through improved market transperancy and availability of
risk-sharing instruments;

 developing the demand side, by supporting social enterprises in getting investmentready, and - at the level of financial intermediaries and social investment funds providing support for institution and capacity building, and for developing and
spreading quality standards (e.g. social impact measurement) in the market;

 enhancing the capacity of intermediaries for social finance and of social investment
funds and increasing their attractivness to investors by providing (quasi-) equity and
debt instruments, and by underwriting risks of financial intermediaries or investors
through guarantees; and that

Facilitating access to finance for social enterprises requires:

 that financial intermediaries would offer a range of financial instruments, not just
equity, but also quasi-equity and debt instruments to include social enterprises whose
increase in value cannot be materialised through the value increase of shares in the
o ga isatio s e uit e.g. oope ati es, o
u it i te est o pa ies et .

The current situation
5. In many countries, social impact funds or social finance intermediaries have been
established to provide loans, guarantees, or (quasi-)equity to social enterprises, but in
Greece, neither institutions providing social finance exist, nor were any social investments
made into Greek social enterprises.

 This means that the foundations for a social finance market have to be
established first, and that capacity building will have to play an important role.

On top of that, the crisis has not only led the Greek economy in a deep recession, but also
to a collapse of large parts of the banking system

 This means that there are no quick solutions and that the first steps have to be
do e outside the o a d ill e ui e a ious ele e ts to i te lo k i to a
coherent mosaic. So, for example, mapping the sector, promote tax and legal
facilitations for social investors, philanthropic capital, and establish strong
governance structure with good backing regulations – all need to be
coordinated.
Policy-makers need to be simultaneously active on several fronts, and should
identify the right combination of actions to achieve the optimal effects. This is
particularly relevant for Greece given the low level of development, but also
the interest of many partners inside and outside Greece in providing expertise
and exchange good practice to contribute to this purpose.
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6. The current situation therefore calls for a fresh look on the opportunities and barriers
towards setting up a public private partnership to establish and manage a wholesale fund,
and to build capacities for developing a social investment market.
Priority for action for the next three months
Establishment of a task force of social finance experts and investors from Greece and
other European countries to explore the feasibility of a public private partnership to set up
a wholesale fund, and to build capacities for developing a social investment market. It
should focus its investigations around 7 core issues:
 Actors and stakeholders on both sides of the market
 Elements of a conducive environment
 Sound governance
 Micro-finance
 Fund management
 Capabilities and investment readiness of social enterprises
 Role of private investors
Core issues to be investigated
7. Considering the very harsh economic environment and banking sector difficulties in
Greece, there is a strong need for a sound strategy for building a social investment
market. Any action to build a social investment market, or even just a set up a social
investment facility has to recognise that this is a long‐te e dea ou hi h is ot se ed
by short term approaches.
It has to be underlined that all three Axes are meant to provide a coherent approach to
the general issue of providing a clear strategy to develop and strengthen the Social
Economy sector in Greece. From this point of view, the implementation of Axis 3 relies
heavily on the right integration of the 2 previous ones.
Issue 1: Actors and stakeholders on both sides of the social investment market
8. Access to capital for social businesses is vital to build their capacity to achieve social
impact, especially create sustainable jobs. It is noted that demand in Greece from true
social businesses remains in its infancy, as does the supply of social investment in general.
A functioning social investment market cannot be created simply by injecting money
into civil society in general, or into social coopetaives in particular – there needs to be
intelligent and experienced investors, informed demand from enterprises and a range of
intermediaries to organize this market.
This calls for a sound identification and assessment of stakeholders, drivers and barriers
that have a stake in shaping the social investment market.
All this strives for an integrated approach and adapted contributions from the authorities
and the private sector (entrepreneurs, facilitators, national and foreign practitioners). The
principles listed in the outline strategy should be followed, above all the principles of
transnational learning and testing new approaches in pilot actions
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Issue 2 : Create a conducive environment
9. The i porta e of setti g the ta le . Experience in more advanced countries has shown
that public initiatives to stimulate social business activity focus on creating a more
hospitable environment in which social entrepreneurs and social investors can operate.
Direct financial interventions to boost the availability of financing have been used
sparingly and were phased over time.
10. The experience of the venture capital industry is instructive. There, the consensus is that
it is not the appropriate role of government to engage in direct financial interventions, but
rather to create the right environment for social business to flourish through indirect
means such as tax incentives, streamlined regulations, and bespoke legal structures.
11. Make education an important part of the support package. Educating social
entrepreneurs and social investors is a critical process. Even in a more mature
environment like in the UK or elsewhere, social entrepreneurs may have a great deal of
confidence, but relatively little understanding of the range of possible investors and their
isk/ e a d e pe tatio s. O e a to aise a a e ess ould e to esta lish a G eek “o ial
E te p ise a d “o ial Fi a e Week ith o p ehe si e edia a paig . The more that
can be done to fill these gaps, the better.
12. Get the data. High quality information (both quantitative and qualitative) about the
suppl a d de a d fo so ial‐pu pose fi a e is e tai l e ha d to o tai . The
Observatory proposed could pla a u h‐ eeded ole i olle ti g a d a al si g su h
data hi h ould e esse tial fo i p o i g poli ‐ aki g . The O se ato
ould also
act as a centre of expertise and clearing house for information relating to social
investment.
13. Investment readiness. A oss Eu ope, i est e t eadi ess of a sta t‐up so ial
businesses is a major problem for the sector, which even in advanced countries has lead
to reflect and plan on schemes providing assistance and tageted coaching and financial
support to social entrepreneurs. In the case of Greece, careful analysis and testing through
pilot actions will be needed to find the most effective form which investment readiness
support should take. In designing support, special attention has to be given to the
effectiveness of support to avoid that funds directed towards investment readiness
initiatives end up with consultants rather than helping the social businesses themselves.
Issue 3: Sound governance and the role of public authorities
14. Government as wholesaler. Public social investment schemes directly deploying funds
towards social businesses elsewhere were not effective. This is because government is
ge e all ill‐suited to a ti g at the etail le el i.e. di e t i est e ts i to f o tli e so ial
businesses) because it lacks the skills (and, furthermore, there already exist retailers like
banks with dedicated expertise, and so government should not displace these, but
incentivize them).
One option to have direct public investment, e.g. through ESF or ERDF, would be to invest
into a wholesale fund as co-sponsor and catalyst with some private contributions.
15. Effective implementation. Experience on other countries has shown that it is essential to
pay careful attention to the incentives offered to the participants in public programmes.
Questions to be carefully answered for Greece, in view of the economic and financial
sitution, would include:
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Do the social entrepreneurs and social investors stand to gain, no matter how the
investment turns out?
Or do they have powerful financial and reputational stakes in the success of the fund?
Are the participants driven only to maximise financial returns, or are they steered to
address the broader social objectives of the programme as well?
16. Tax incentives. The tax regime in Greece is subject to change. In order to stimulate the
growth of social businesses, any tax framework must focus on both incentives for
entrepreneurs as well as incentives for investors. In particular, we note that increasing the
differential between the tax rates on capital gains (dividends, etc) and ordinary income
tends to spur employees to set up as entrepreneurs themselves.
17. Rigorous monitoring, impact assessments and evaluations. It is important that whatever
invesment schemes are implemented with public funds, rigorous monitoring and
evaluations should be requested, and clear milestones should be embedded into those
schemes. This will increase the chance that the right people are attracted to participate in
the schemes, and that the initiatives themselves are well‐desig ed.
18. Take steps to i i ise the da ger of age y pro le s . In any public funding
programme, there are temptations use public subsidies in ways not intended. In designing
public programmes to promote social enterprises, provisions have to made to limit such
behaviour as far as possible. Defining and adhering to clear strategies and procedures for
social enterprise initiatives, creating a firewall between elected officials and programme
administrators, and careful assessments of programmes can help to limit self‐se i g
behaviour.
19. Keep it simple. Research into past public efforts to boost entrepreneurship has uncovered
a ke lea i g: o e ‐e gi ee i g pu li p og a s; fo e a ple,
putti g o e l
restrictive conditions onto social investment funds will eventually make them cost
ineffective. Therefore, and given the infancy stage of the market in Greece, its will be
more effective to test financial instruments through pilot actions that allow to compare
the effects of a variety of support instruments across a range of industries and types of
social enterprise, e.g. by having a large call for applications to initiate a drive within the
sector.
Issue 4: The role of private investors in leveraging private contributions with public money
20. Financial guarantees. There is one financial technique that has proven very effective in
atal si g ea l ‐stage a kets: fi a ial gua a tees. P i ate apital f e ue tl does ot
enter new markets because the perceived risks of doing so are too high. Where market
analysis has shown that this perceived risk is actually much higher than the actual risk,
then the use of guarantees is an efficient way to entice private capital into the market.
To that purpose, the task force should assess the advantages and disadvantages of either
launching a specific guarantee scheme for social economy enterprises, or ensure that
existing schemes for SMEs are easily accessible for social economy enterprises.
21. Matched funding. When designing suitable and feasible financial instruments and
schemes to develop the social investment market, it has to be ensured that investment
decisions will not be distorted by a lack of understanding of how the market works or by
political rather than economic considerations. By requiring that matching funds be raised
from the private sector, the dangers of uninformed decisions and political interference
can be greatly reduced.
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22. Learn from past failures in other countries. The Greek Government should seek to learn
f o the othe ou t ies e pe ie e i setti g up atal ti funds that seek to leverage in
private capital. For example, though the social investment market in the United Kingdom
is currently the most developed in the European Union, one has to recognise that the UK
has made both design and implementation mistakes in the setting up and running of
public funds – lessons which could be instructive for designing related schemes and
actions in Greece.
Issue 5: Micro-finance
23. Prevent over-indebtedness
For the development of a sound microfinance sector, it is really key to prevent any of the
pitfalls that have been experienced in other countries due to the absence of ethical
treatment of customers and poor regulations. But it is also necessary to prevent any overindebtedness risk in a country where trust and respect of the short financial capacity of
e efi ia ies a e to e the pilla s of i ofi a e p o ide s issio . O e -indebtedness
can be prevented in different ways but surely one is to ensure easy access to all
microcredit providers to some Credit Bureau facilities that will be shared with banks and
consumption credit brokers.
24. Strengthen rather than destroy local community solidarity
Considering the specific environment in Greece, it is most likely that Microfinance
Organizations will have to promote and support very local business initiatives. Therefore
their own capacity to operate at a very local level is also key to target the right needs. But
in order to prevent any fraud or unfriendly behavior that might jeopardize the
development of the whole sector on national level, the lending model has to be well
adapted to the characteristics of the populations targeted. There is enough experience in
Europe which provides the opportunity to set up peer-to-peer exchanges in order to
strengthen the creation and development of microfinance organizations.
25. Improve the collaboration with banks
This might sound curious in a time of strict operating conditions applied to all banks in
Europe and especially to banks specialized on SME lending. Nevertheless any supporting
measure that can be provided in order to match the banking offer with the microfinance
demand is to be incentivized.
State authorities can help by adapting bank regulations for loans provided either to
Microfinance organizations or directly to micro-entrepreneurs depending on the quality of
the security they can produce.
26. Need for regulation
Basically one key barrier to prevent any distortion in the market is a transparent set of
rules with an independent regulator to assess compliance and also to some extend control
the evolution of the sector. There are two networks (European Microfinance Network and
the Micro Finance Center) that can help share the good practice and update on the latest
development in other Member States from such legal point of view.
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Issue 6: Capabilities and investment readiness of social enterprises
27. First priority task: Identify a critical mass or a sustainable pipeline of social enterprises
hi h are i est e t ready

 To start a fund approach, there is a need of a large enough pool of social enterprises
(whether registered under the new law or under one of the other laws for
cooperatives including other social economy actors, or not registered at all but
meeting the key features of a social enterprise as defined in the Social Business
Initiative of the European Commission) that show a social mission, as well as
democratic control and independence.

 We can consider enlarging that initial group by identifying existing social enterprises
and social enterprise initiatives that have the capacity to be replicated in other regions
or other sectors.

One way to do this could be to consider the 60 different business models of social
enterprises successfully operating which have been replicated and scaled through
social franchising all over Europe
A othe
a
ould e to se d so e
issi do i i i th oughout the ou t to
identify any business initiative that can qualify as social enterprise, keeping the criteria
voluntary large in order to set up a well diversified basket of social enterprise
initiatives.
-

Social enterprises can produce innovative solutions to social problems but need to be
mentored. This help can be mobilized in many different ways and are not meant to
teach how to do but how to do better and quicker. Only if the right supporting
environment is set up, the initial pool of enterprises will be able to develop from
economic point of view.

-

The example of these first Greek good practices will then be the best drive for
promoting new initiatives, provided they are shared with large population.
Campaigning and diffusion are means of leveraging the experience where public
authorities can be extremely precious.

Issue 7: Fund Management and Sources of Funding
28. Second priority task is to build the capacities for the Management of the Fund: It is hard
to believe that there would not be capacities, nor interest or experience among the
Greek community to find the managerial expertise that is required in social finance.
-

A team of 4 to 5 people is enough to start but they need to be committed, experienced
and have good knowledge of the local territories. This could be looked for either
within the existing financial sector or the diaspora who has kept very closed links with
their home country. The commitment of the initiating investor ( be it public or private)
would be to guarantee a decent salary to this group of people, meaning the main part
of the operating cost of such Fund would be covered at least partially for an initial
period of (for instance) 3 years, in order to keep the initial funding intact for
investment activities.
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-

The contribution of other actors in Greece or in Europe could be considered as a
support for the existing team and looked for from that angle, based on the selfassessment made by the team of what contribution could be especially useful.

29. Finally the Funding has to be ensured:
Different funding sources should be considered and preferably mixed for the purpose of
increasing the investment capacity of the Fund:

 Public funds: government special funds, funds channelled from European
p og a s, egio al udget fo e te p ise eatio , et …

 Private funds: philanthropic investors in Greece or living abroad, foundations,
civil society organizations, even crowd funding solutions can be implemented
provided the Fund ensures the intermediation that is needed to ensure the
quality the projects.

 Institutional funds: provided the Fund has proven some success in addressing a
qualified demand in Greece, some Institutional investors may also be
considered as a third source of Funding, although in a second stage.
30. Immediate actions could therefore be the following ones:

 Work on enlarging the initial pool of enterprises in Greece through concrete
actions on the field.

 Support this identification work by a thorough mapping of what initiatives exist
(whatever be their stage of development) in Greece and elsewhere in Europe
so to leverage on existing stories and business ideas.

 Identify an independent management team.

 Find or establish a suitable legal shell for the fund with a proper governance
structure that would give confidence to all parties involved.

 Mix private and public funds so to have a leverage effect created by public
money.

 Identify and mobilise private investors (fund raising with Greek foundations,
civil society representations, the Chu h, … . This ight e a de isi e step to
decide whether such Fund would have a national or more a regional focus.

 Request expertise or mentoring from foreign Social Economy Funds or
specialized social investment vehicles operating already for several years and
that can contribute to speeding up the operability of the Fund.
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Annex 4: Good governance and public sector capacity building
(Axis 4)
1. Rationale
The public image of social economy actors (NGOs and cooperatives) has suffered from bad
examples that lack a social mission, a business model independent of public funding,
democratic governance, and an entrepreneurial approach. Complicated, incoherent and
unclear legal and administrative frameworks, insufficient monitoring and funding schemes
that tend to preserve inefficient structures rather than providing incentives and assistance
to structural change.
Therefore, an important element of the Greek strategy to revitalise social economy and to
support social entrepreneurship is to underpin reform efforts by systematically building
capacities in the public sector at national, regional and local levels that can deliver
effective support and implement actions based on good governance principles and
mechanisms in the field of social economy and social entrepreneurship.
To this end, a priority action for the Greek Government will be:

To upgrade and integrate the existing administrative mechanisms in the national
Government so as to become a solid institutional structure capable to play a decisive
role
 in driving the development of an integrated strategy towards the social economy
and social enterprise, and

 in serving as interface between social economy actors (stakeholders, social
enterprises) and the Government.

The role of the Social Economy and Entrepreneurship entity will be, in particular:

 To ensure a coordinated approach and action between the responsible
ministries and administrative services in implementing and advancing policies
and actions towards social economy and social entrepreneurship, in particular
 By giving social economy and social entrepreneurship a suitable place in
national crisis exit and structural reform strategies, policies and actions;

 In aligning policies and actions which include support for social economy and
social entrepreneurship with the relevant EU policy frameworks and
programmes, notably the Social Business Initiative, Youth Opportunity
Initiative, Social Growth and Cohesion package (forthcoming),
Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan (forthcoming);
 Through developing synergies between schemes and actions towards the
social economy, funded under the different cohesion policy instruments
(notably ESF and ERDF);
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 By bringing together evidence for improving governmental actions towards
social economy and social enterprises, through analysing data from the
various registries, synthesising research results of the Observatory (priority
action no 4), and monitoring and evaluating complaints as well as remarks
regarding the (mal)function of different elements (legal and administrative
frameworks, funding arrangements, support services etc.) of the social
economy eco-system;

 To lead the go e
e t s effo ts to simplify and harmonise the legal, fiscal,
and supervisory frameworks for operations of social enterprises and cooperatives, and to improve and streamline related administrative procedures
(such as tax privileges, registrations, reporting requirements, or auditing
structures and procedures) for cooperatives and social enterprises across
ministerial responsibilities;

 To ensure an organised dialogue with the representative bodies of the Social
Economy, to discuss governmental proposals for action, and to involve these
bodies in the design and implementation of policies and actions;

 To organise a comprehensive monitoring and evaluation of governmental
actions, in close cooperation with the Observatory, as basis for continuous
learning and improvements of all stakeholders involved;
 To organise capacity building throughout public bodies to develop awareness
and knowledge for promoting social entrepreneurship and social economy,
through measures, such as training courses on their roles social
entrepreneurship and social economy in economic and social development,
and on the impact of relevant legal and administrative frameworks (e.g. tax
rules), and programmes and schemes that facilitate and support the start,
development and scaling of social enterprises.
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Annex 5

